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Today I am releasing the final report of the "Performance Audit of the Los Angeles City
Treasurer's Investment Activities". The City Treasurer manages over $7 billion in
various investment instruments.

This audit focused on answering questions relative to maximizing retums and utilizing
effective systems and techniques for investment management, and compared the City's
practices and investment performance against benchmark municipalities. I also sought
to evaluate current practices in light of the consolidation of the Treasurer's Office within
the Office of Finance, as recommended by my 2011 audit, which also included a follow-
up review that focused on organizational structure, cash management and investment
practices, debt management and information systems.

Overall, my audit found that the Office of Finance management has successfully
implemented the consolidation, resulting in improved efficiency over departmental
operations. In addition, my audit found that the City's investment activities reflect
positive retums, comparing favorably with peer municipalities, and its investing
processes were reasonable and complete.

There remain opportunities to improve some processes, such as cash forecasting,
through better systems integration. The Office of Finance is proactively investigating the
feasibility of implementing an automated treasury management system. In addition, the
Office is pursuing the establishment of a functional Independent Advisory Committee
that is intended to provide a necessary level of oversight and review regarding
.investment strategy and performance.
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Enclosed is a report entitled, "Performance Audit of the Los Angeles City Treasurer's
Investment Activities." A draft of this report was provided to the Office of Finance on
June 12, 2013. Comments provided by your Department at the June 25, 2013 exit
conference were evaluated and considered prior to finalizing this report.

Please review the final report and advise the Controller's Office by July 29, 2013 on the
actions planned and/or taken to implement the recommendations. An electronic
template of the audit's Findings and Recommendations can be provided to your
staff to facilitate this process. If you have any questions or comments, please contact
me at (213) 978-7392.

Sincerel~,/

r-~~
FARID SAFFAR, CPA
Director of Auditing
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Miguel A. Santana, City Administrative Officer
Gerry Miller, Chief Legislative Analyst
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Wendy Greuel, City Controller
Office of the Controller, City of Los Angeles
200 N. Main Street, Room 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Deal'Ms. Greuel:

Enclosed is our report entitled "Performance Audit ofthe Los Angeles City Treasurer's
Investment Activities." This report was prepared on behalf ofthe Los Angeles City
Controller by Sjoberg Evashenk Consulting, and includes our analysis, conclusions, and
recommendations. We provided the draft of thereport to the Office of Finance (OOF)
management on June 12,2013 and met with OOF representatives on June 25, 2013 to
discuss the contents of the audit report. We considered their comments in finalizing the
report. Generally, they agreed with our findings and recommendations.

Sjoberg Evashenk Consulting was pleased to work with the City Controller's Office on
this important project, and appreciate the cooperation we received from the management
and staff of the Office of Finance.

Respectfully submitted,

Maris P. Evashenk
President
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Executive Summary

Results in Brief
The Los Angeles City Controller engaged Sjoberg Evashenk Consulting to conduct a
performance audit to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness ofthe Treasurer's investment
activities. Under City Charter, the Treasurer of the City of Los Angeles is the chief
administrative officer of the City Treasury and custodian ofrecord for more than $7 billion in
City funds. In 2011, the Treasurer's Office was moved under the Director of Finance, who holds
both titles. As a part of our review, we assessed the City's investment program performance in
terms of maximizing returns while complying with provisions of the Government Code, and
evaluated the benchmarks and measurement practices employed and the manner and method of
reporting the results. We also reviewed the City's cash flow forecasting methods and use of
information systems as well as the City's organizational structure, access to external experts, and
utilization of oversight and control processes. Overall, we found that the City's investment
activities reflect positive returns and its investing processes were reasonable and complete.

Treasurer's Investment Activities Show Positive Returns and Compare
Favorably to Investment Indices and Peers
The City manages two portfolios, the Core and Reserve Portfolios. Apart from the investment
guidelines dictated by the California Government Code for the combined portfolios, the Core
Portfolio must meet the City's net liquidity requirements over a six month period and the
maturity of the investments must not exceed one year. Funds not required for the six-month
liquidity requirement may be invested for a longer term in the Reserve Portfolio.

City's Investment Program Reflects Positive Performance Comparable to Peer Municipalities

The results of our analyses reveal that the Core Portfolio outperformed its chosen benchmark in
each of the four periods (calendar and fiscal years, 2011 and 2012) that we reviewed. The
Reserve Portfolio slightly outperformed its benchmark for three ofthe four periods analyzed.
Additionally, we noted that the benchmark indices the City uses for comparative purposes are
similar to those used by a number of other peer municipalities. However, while the benchmark
index applied for measuring the Reserve Portfolio performance appropriately aligns with the
investment practices ofthe City for that portfolio, the index used for the Core Portfolio is
composed entirely of Treasury instruments whereas the City's investments in this portfolio
include more aggressive instruments-specifically commercial paper-and thus, reflect higher
returns suggesting a different index may be more appropriate.

Further, we noted that although the City invests each of its two portfolios using different
investment goals, it has not separately articulated a detailed policy for each in the Investment
Policy-only for the pool in total. Without a policy that stipulates the goals of each portfolio
separately and an index that reflects the investment policy of that specific portfolio, a
comparison of relative returns does not provide a meaningful insight into whether the City is
effectively managing its two portfolios.
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Whether the City is maximizing returns in the context of its allocation between short-term and
long-term investments can be addressed by evaluating whether the funds invested in the Core
Portfolio are adequate to satisfy liquidity requirements. According to the City's Investment
Policy, the Core Portfolio should approximate the City's net liquidity requirements for a six
month period and after the City's liquidity needs are assessed, any remaining funds may be
invested longer term. While we found that the City was able to meet its daily cash requirement
needs during the two year period we reviewed, we noted that between September 2011 and
November 2011, the City's net liquidity requirement aggregated over a rolling six month period!
exceeded the funds available in the Core Portfolio. In other words, the City did not always
comply with its Investment Policy as its Core Portfolio market value did not always approximate
the six-month net liquidity requirements during the two year period we reviewed. However, we
did not find evidence of significant liquidity issues such as bank overdrafts or investments sold at
a net earnings loss to cover sudden cash shortages. The existing six month liquidity policy may
no longer align with the City's more contemporary investment practices and should be
reconsidered in the context of its cash management approach and liquidity needs as well as
meeting Government Code provisions.

When comparing the City's results to other California municipalities with similar weighted
average maturity, the City's Core and Reserve Portfolios performed similarly to those portfolios.
Generally, for each portfolio, the Core and Reserve, the City appears to be achieving returns
consistent with the objectives and guidelines in effect for the respective portfolios.

Treasurer Follows Industry Standards in Reporting Performance and Monthly Reports
Compare Favorably to Peers

Monthly, the Office of Finance issues Investment Reports to the City Council as required under
the City of Los Angeles Administrative Code2 that offer a variety of economic measures and
performance metrics. The 26-page report includes a summary that, along with national
economic statistics, also describes two specific metrics-"Portfolio Characteristics" and
"Investment Performance'v=-relative to its benchmarks to illustrate the City's investment
experience and performance for the month. Portfolio Characteristics convey point-in-time data
for market value and effective yield, average weighted maturity, and average credit rating for
each portfolio and the pools combined. These metrics do not reflect the overall performance of
the investments-rather, they offer a general snap-shot ofthe market value of each portfolio as
of the ending date for that month. Within "Investment Performance" are data reflecting each
portfolio's "total return" which is the rate of return that includes the realized and unrealized
gains and losses plus income for the measurement period; this measurement metric is an industry
standard'. These investment reports have followed the same format and included similar
information for a number of years and, although each peer entity presents these public reports in
a unique form and fashion, we noted that the City's reports compare favorably to the others in
content.

1 Rolling six month net liquidity is calculated as the sum of monthly net liquidity (receipts less expenses) for the previous six
months. For example, the rolling six month net liquidity for June 2011 would be calculated as the sum of monthly net liquidity
for January 2011 through June 2011.
2 City of Los Angeles Administrative Code, Chapter 5.1, Article 1, Section 20.90
3 Global Investment Performance Standards (G1PS) adopted by the (FA Institute.
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Related to investment performance measurement and reporting, the City provides more
transparency and thorough reporting of performance than some of the benchmark entities we
reviewed. In particular, the City consistently reports portfolio returns and yields while other
municipalities appear to consistently report only yield, but not return, making it difficult to
accurately assess the performance ofthe portfolio, particularly portfolios with longer duration.
Additionally, the City contracted with an investment advisory firm to provide monthly detailed
reports directly to the Investment Advisory Committee that are published on the City's website.

While the City Relies on Manual Processes, Cash Flow Forecasting
Processes Appear Reasonable and Complete
We also evaluated the City's forecasting of its cash demands and its performance to cover near-
term obligations as well as practices for identifying funds to be invested within the Core or the
Reserve Portfolios. Overall, we found that the City has implemented reasonable practices to
ensure cash flow forecasting is complete and the City's portfolios are managed strategically.

City's Cash Flow Forecasting Processes to Balance Investments Held Short-term versus
Long-term Appear Reasonable

The City has not automated its cash forecasting and information gathering and sharing processes
which inherently increases the potential for the City to inaccurately forecast its cash needs.
However, we found that during the period of our review, the City's forecasting processes
appeared to work as intended and the steps were reasonable, complete and allowed the City to
meet its daily cash requirement needs during the two year period. Out of the multi-billion dollars
of activity reflected on the cash flow forecasting spreadsheets we reviewed from July 2010
through June 2012, we found relatively few data inaccuracies-none that impacted the City's
ability to meet its cash flow requirements. Further, we did not find indications of significant
liquidity issues, such as bank overdraft charges or investments sold before maturity at a net
earnings loss to cover a sudden cash shortage; nonetheless, the potential for problems remains
due to the non-automated nature of the processes.

City's Processes to Balance Investments Held Short-term versus Long-term Appear
Reasonable

According to the City's Investment Policy, the City must have sufficient funds to ensure it can
meet all daily operating requirements that may be reasonably anticipated. As such, the amount
offunds invested in the Core Portfolio must be adequate to ensure the City can meet all
operating requirements that the City may have for a six-month period and excess funds can be
invested longer-term. We found the demand on the City's cash flow fluctuated significantly
each month. During the two year period we reviewed, we found that the month of July generally
places the highest demand on the City'S cash flow, largely due to the City's annual pension
payments=-expenditures during the month of July have exceeded cash receipts by $916 million.
Due to the large fluctuations, we found the City needed access to liquid holdings of up to $1
billion to provide the additional cash flow necessary to cover the monthly fluctuations in receipts
and expenditures. As of the end of the two-year period we reviewed (June 30, 2012), the City's
Core Portfolio balance was $1.37 billion, thus meeting its liquidity needs. Generally, we found
that the City has shifted more of its portfolio holdings from short-term to long-term investments
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over the last few years while still maintaining sufficient liquid holdings to cover daily operating
requ irements.

,( City Has Shifted More of its Portfolio Holdings from Short-term to Long-term Investments
and Regularly Rebalances its Core and Reserve Portfolio

We found that the City has historically taken a conservative approach to ensuring its cash
needs are met by maintaining large balances in its Core investment portfolio. However, over
the last several years the City has begun reducing the balances in its Core investment
portfolio shifting more funds into its Reserve Portfolio in an effort to generate a greater rate
of return on the City's funds without jeopardizing its needs. The City has formal processes
to rebalance its portfolios each month through building detailed "what if' scenarios aimed at
ensuring sufficient liquidity and improving the overall duration performance. This may also
include transferring excess available monies from the Core Portfolio into the Reserve
Portfolio. However, as discussed previously, the City must also ensure that its efforts to
rebalance the portfolios comply with the City's Investment Policy requiring the balance in
the Core Portfolio to approximate the City's six-month liquidity needs.

,( City Has Reduced its Bank Balances Held in its Short-term Core Portfolio

Within the City's Core investment portfolio, the City has historically maintained large
"collected bank balances" with the intent of ensuring it has sufficient monies to meet its
multi-million dollar on-going obligations and to maintain a cushion to guard against
unexpected cash demands that could otherwise result in large bank overdraft charges. In the
past, the City received "earnings credits" from its bank on these collected balances, which
help offset banking charges. However, in the past few years, amounts being charged in
banking fees have far outweighed the earnings credits earned due to the drop in rates. To
exacerbate the issue of reduced earnings, the City was recently notified that its bank plans to
pass along new FDIC charges the bank will incur that are based on bank balances. As of
January 2012, the City decided to further reduce the amounts held in its collected bank
balance from a targeted $100 million to an approximate collected balance of$50 million with
the intent of reducing banking costs and increasing the investment earnings on the City's
funds.

,( City Holds a Smaller Portion of its Investments in Short-term Holdings Compared to Peers

We also compared the City's short-term holdings, total portfolio, budget, and Tax Revenue
Anticipation Notes (TRANs) issuances to five comparable municipalities to understand how
the Office of Finance manages its short-term investments compared to its peers. Overall, we
found that the City appears to rely much less on short-term investments and more heavily on
borrowing than its peers. For example, the City's short-term portfolio makes up only 19
percent of its total portfolio holdings, whereas 38 percent to 63 percent of its peers portfolios
were made up of short-term investments. Conversely, the City utilizes short term borrowing,
such as TRANs, much more than its peers. The City's 2012 TRAN issuance was 91 percent
the size of its short-term holdings while its peers' TRAN issuances were between 8 percent
and 17 percent the size of their short-term holdings.' The approaches utilized by the City and
its peers are both commonly used tools to address cash demands.

4 The LosAngeles City Administrator and the los Angeles City Controller determine the amount and timing ofTRAN
issuances; the Office of Finance is responsible for investing the proceeds and servicing the debt
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Despite Some Manual Systems and the Lack of an Investment Advisory
Committee, the Organization and Approach of the Office of Finance
Appears Reasonable
The Office of Finance utilizes a combination of internal staff and an external contract with an
investment advisor to manage the City's investments in making day-to-day and strategic
investment decisions and utilizes four key information systems for portfolio analytics and
benchmarks. Oversight and monitoring the investment activities are multi-faceted and include
submitting monthly reports to the City Council, periodic audits by the City Controller to assure
compliance with the City's Investment Policy, reports prepared by the contracted investment
advisory firm utilizing data generated from commercial industry service systems (e.g.
Bloomberg, BondEdge, etc.), in addition to several of its own internal control procedures.
Another important feature envisioned by the City to oversee the Treasurer's administration of its
investment activities - the Investment Advisory Committee (lAC) was created in 1987 to
provide another level of review of the City'S investment performance and strategies. However,
the lAC was disbanded in 2005 and has not yet been reinstated, although plans to do so are in
process and subject to the City Attorney's drafting of relevant ordinances.

Additionally, we noted that the current organizational structure and division of responsibilities of
the investment function appear to be reasonable. We did not identify problems with the Office
of Finance's structure or issues relating to staff's efforts to perform investment or cash
management activities.

Office of Finance Utilizes External Investment Advisor Consultant to Support Investment
Activities

We also reviewed the contract and the services rendered by the City's external investment
advisor-Main Street Advisors. We found that the advisor is providing the services required by
the contract and has developed a strong working relationship with Office of Finance staff that is
beneficial to the City.

While the Office of Finance Utilizes Four Automated Information Systems in Administering
its Investment Activities, Several Important Processes are Conducted Manually

One area of concern that has also been discussed in past audits relates to the lack of automated
systems to provide real time, integrated cash management and forecasting functionality-a
functionality that an automated treasury management system could provide. Rather, the
Investment Division relies on generating and maintaining Excel spreadsheets to develop cash
flow forecasts, including manually updating spreadsheets to include the impact on future cash
flow related to maturities. As the Controller's 2005 audit originally found and the 2011 follow
up report also noted, the Investment Division also relies on manual reporting of cash flow
information from various City departments. According to the Office of Finance, resource
constraints over the years have prevented the acquisition of an automated treasury management
system; however, Office of Finance management continue to investigate the feasibility of
purchasing and implementing an automated system.
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While the City Lacks an Investment Advisory Committee to Oversee Investment Activities, the
Office of Finance's Investment Practices Include Several Oversight and Control Processes

Established in 1987, the lAC was tasked with developing investment guidelines and procedures
to supplement the City's Investment Policy, verify the completeness of documentation
supporting investment decisions, and certify compliance in the monthly cash management report
to the City Council. As noted in the City's 2011 follow-up to the 2005 management audit, the
City Treasurer stopped holding lAC meetings due to issues related to the staffing the lAC, such
as the participation of mostly lower level personnel on the Committee. Since then, a proposal
was submitted to the City Council to restructure the lAC and member experience requirements.
The proposal was approved by City Council in September 2010; however, as ofJanuary 2013, a
new lAC has not been established as the City Attorney had not prepared an ordinance to create
the new committee. Although the City has not reestablished the lAC, we found that the Office of
Finance has several oversight and internal control processes in place, including the use of
detailed procedures, competitive bidding practices, authorized dealers and issuers, and daily
supervisory review and oversight of investment activities to ensure compliance with investment
policies. The Office of Finance also segregates key duties, such as assigning the Accounting
Division responsibility for bank account reconciliations, recording and maintaining investments
and positions (gains/losses), and generating data for monthly investment reports. The Investment
Division does not have any access to cash and all investment activity is reviewed and tracked by
multiple layers of management and divisions. Lastly, the City Controller's Office periodically
conducts independent audits to determine the Treasurer's compliance with the City's investment
policies. Despite these oversight and internal control processes, the City should proceed with
reestablishing the lACas requested by the City Council.

Review of Rel2Q.[!;
A draft of this report was provided to Office of Finance (OOF) management on June 12, 2013.
We held an exit conference with OOF representatives on June 25, 2013 to discuss the contents of
the audit report. OOF management indicated general agreement with the report's findings and
recommendations. We considered OOF's comments as we finalized this report. We would like to
thank OOF management and stafffor their cooperation and assistance during the audit.
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CONTROLLER'S ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN .

Chapt~r 1,.Treasurer's Investment A~tivities Show Ppsitil!~ Returns ana Compare Favorably to
Investmenflridices arid Peers," """ ';, " " ",.;, " '

The Office of Financeffreasurer management should:

1, Define and implement specific investment
guidelines and strategies tailored to the individual 31
Core and Reserve Portfolios to ensure the
composition of investments within each portfolio
closely matches the unique investment strategies
of each,

2, Once specific investment guidelines are defined
for each portfolio, adopt a matching target
benchmark to evaluate the performance of the
portfolio,

3. Reconsider the existing City Investment Policy
relating to the six month liquidity requirement to
better align it with the City's contemporary cash
forecasting and management processes while still
complying with the Government Code provisions.

31

Office of
Finance!

Treasurer

Chapter 2. While the City Relies on Manual Processes, Cash Flow Forecasting Methods Appear
Reasonable and Complete

Chapter 3. Despite Some Manual Systems and the Lackof.an Investment Advisory .commntee,
the, Or anization and A roach of the Office of Finance A ears Reasonable '

The Office of Financeffreasurer management should:

4. Ensure that expenditure and receipts "actual" data
is input into the cash flow forecasting
spreadsheets accurately as these actual figures
are utilized when developing cash flow forecasting
models for future periods.

5, Continue to pursue the implementation of an
automated treasury management system.'

The Office of Financeffreasurer management should:

6. Continue encouraging the City Attorney to fulfill
the City Council's request for an ordinance to
reestablish the Investment Advisory Committee.
Upon issuance, implement the provisions of the
ordinance and consider incorporating best
practices outlined by the California Debt and
Investment AdvisoryCommission (CDIAC).

31

43

5 On June 25, 2013, the Office of Finance issued a bid opportunity to procure a fully-automated Treasury
Management System.

43

51

Office of
Finance!

Treasurer

Office of
Finance!

Treasurer
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Background
The Treasurer of the City of Los Angeles is the chief administrative officer of the City Treasury
and custodian of record for more than $7 billion in City funds. Under provisions of the City
Charter," the Treasurer is appointed and removed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the
City Council, and the specific powers and duties of the office are defined in Charter Section 30!.
On August 17, 2011, the Mayor and Council consolidated the Office of the Treasurer into the
Office of Finance and the Director of Finance assumed the role and responsibilities ofthe City
Treasurer.

The City Treasurer, as the head of the City's Office of Finance, is charged with the stewardship
of the City of Los Angeles Investment Program, administered by the Investment Division
(Division). The Division manages the City'S "pool portfolio" holding the majority of the City
general and special funds. Led by a Chieflnvestment Officer and supported by four investment
officers, the Investment Division is responsible for cash flow forecasting, revenue projections,
strategy development, trade execution, credit review, and compliance for the management and
investing of all the funds in the two segments of the pool portfolio-Core Portfolio and the
Reserve Portfolio in conformance with the City's Investment Policy. The Investment Policy is
established by the Office of Finance annually, adopted by the City Council and approved by the
Mayor, and must comply with provisions of the Government Code Sections 53600 and 53635 et.
seq. The City's investment officers obtain advice from a contracted independent investment
advisor; both the Office of Finance and the investment advisor issue monthly investment reports
that are available to the public.

The City's Investment Policy' requires that "when investing, reinvesting, purchasing, acquiring,
exchanging, selling, and managing public funds, the City Treasurer shall act with the care, skill,
prudence and diligence to meet the aims of the investment objectives" which are to "earn a
market rate of return, while awaiting application for governmental purposes." Three objectives
set forth parameters for investment practices: safety of principal, liquidity, and rate of return.
Briefly, these objectives entail:

• Safety of Principal intends to ensure the protection of portfolio value through prudent
practices to manage portfolio risk and by instituting a system of controls adequate to
protect against fraud or mismanagement.

• Liquidity by definition is for assets to easily be converted to cash. The Treasurer is to
have sufficient funds available to meet "all operating requirements of the City that can be
reasonably anticipated (e.g. daily cash flow requirements).

• Rate of Return directs the Investment Program to be designed to "attain a market rate of
return through budgetary and economic cycles consistent with the risk limitations,
prudent investment principles, and cash flow characteristics identified herein." The
objective specifies that the performance of the City's portfolio be compared and
measured to "market benchmarks of similar duration and sector allocation."

6 los Angeles City Charter Chapter 5.1 et. seq.
7 City of Los Angeles Statement of Investment Policy, September 30,2011.
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In practice, the City Treasurer follows Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS) as
adopted by the CFA Institute and measures the City's investment portfolio performance on a
total returns basis.

Provisions of the City Charter require the City Controller to verify the condition of all City
Funds in the City Treasury and report the results to the Mayor and the City Council. 8

Additionally, the Investment Policy requires that the City Controller's Office annually audit the
City's investment activities to ascertain the Treasurer's compliance with the City's Investment
Policy that also incorporates compliance with Government Code provisions. These reviews are
conducted by an independent CPA firm and this review does not duplicate those efforts.

g Section 261(1) Los Angeles City Charter
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Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

Audit Scope

In November 2012, Sjoberg Evashenk Consulting was hired by the Los Angeles City
Controller's Office (City Controller) to conduct a performance audit to evaluate the control
environment in place at the City of Los Angeles' Office of Finance. The period covered by this
audit was three years ending June 30, 2012, except where we needed to obtain contextual or
underlying support data from periods prior to July 1,2009 or more recent information to fully
analyze investment activities and practices. Audit fieldwork was conducted between November
2012 and March 2013.

Audit Objectives

Ten primary objectives were identified for this performance audit as follows:

1. Assess whether the Treasurer/Office of Finance is maximizing returns while complying
with the Government Code.

2. Evaluate whether the Office of Finance is using the appropriate benchmarks to measure
investment performance, as well as the method used in reporting investment market
value.

3. Evaluate whether the Treasurer is using appropriate information systems and other tools
in order to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of investment activities.

4. Benchmark against other municipalities to identify investment management practices
that could be adopted to improve investment performance and efficiency of operations.

5. Evaluate whether the City could potentially achieve cost savings by borrowing funds
internally, as opposed to issuing debt instruments.

6. Evaluate cash forecasting methods to ensure completeness and reasonableness and to
identify opportunities for improvement.

7. Assess the amount of investment held in short-term versus long-term investments for
appropriateness.

8. Evaluate processes and the Office of Finance's organizational structure for
appropriateness as they relate to the efficiency and effectiveness of investment activities.

9. Evaluate the activities of the Office of Finance's investment advisor. This should
include assessing whether the City is obtaining value for the dollars spent, whether the
consultant is complying with key provision of their contract, and whether the
Department is providing adequate oversight over the consultant.

10. Evaluate the role of Investment Advisory Committee (lAC) in overseeing investment
activities.
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Audit Methodology

To meet the audit objectives, we performed the following key procedures:

I. Documentation Reviews-the City's and comparable entity's investment performance
reports, cash management reports, governing documents, public financial statements,
investment policies, financial data, investment reports associated with target benchmarks,
cash management/forecasting, bank reconciliations, applicable laws and regulations,
organizational charts. We also reviewed many other types of background materials, such
as policies and procedures, desk manuals, previous audit reports, etc.

2. Interviews-meeting with Office of Finance managers and key personnel as well as
external consultants providing investment related services to the City.

3. Process Reviews and Walk-Through-identified key processes and systems in place to
administer investment activities for the Office of Finance and the associated existing
challenges, barriers, and opportunities for improvement. For example, we reviewed
manual cash flow forecasting models and processes to understand how the City manages
its cash to meet immediate cash flow needs, determines the amount of funds available to
be invested daily, selects investments (types, maturity, etc.), performs trades (buy/sell),
etc.

4. Contract Testing-reviewed contract terms of the external Investment Advisor to ensure
services were provided as required, including:

./ Reviewed contract between the City and Main Street Capital Advisors and
identified the contract cost, scope of work, key terms and conditions, and term.

./ Reviewed reports submitted by the contractor to the City between May 20 II and
November 2012 to ensure the contractor provided reports monthly as required by
the contract.

./ Evaluated reports submitted by the contractor for May 2011, February 2012, and
November 2012 to determine the type of information provided and ensure
information in the reports complied with contract service terms.

5. Data Analysis-analyzed investment performance data and metrics, compared borrowing
versus issuing debt scenarios, and validated cash flow forecasting practices, including:

./ Identified comparable municipalities: Fresno County, LA County, the State's
Local Agency Investment Fund, the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California, Oakland City, Orange County, Riverside County, Sacramento City,
San Bernardino County, San Diego City, San Diego County, San Francisco City
& County, and San Jose City.

./ Collected portfolio statistics including portfolio returns, portfolio size, average
maturity, and benchmark targets of the portfolios. Collected information
regarding the primary use of the portfolio to determine specific characteristics of
the portfolio. For example, some entities managed one pooled portfolio for
general use by the entity, while others managed separate portfolios for a specific
use such as short term liquidity needs or housing needs.
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./ Evaluated the City's portfolios against comparable municipalities and target
benchmarks to assess the City's investment performance .

./ Researched alternative benchmarks with similar investment objectives as the Core
and Reserve Portfolios including mutual funds and other indices in Morningstar,
IDC, and Bloomberg and benchmarks used by other California entities to evaluate
the appropriateness of the target benchmarks used by the City .

./ Reviewed asset allocations ofthe City's Core and Reserve Portfolios for
comparability to other California entities and the City's benchmark targets .

./ Reviewed selected comparable municipalities investment guidelines and
restrictions imposed on the portfolios to further evaluate comparability to the
City .

./ Verified the accuracy of data in the manual cash flow forecasting spreadsheets by
tracing a sample of data back to source documentation, such as bank statements.
Identified reasons for discrepancies found .

./ Calculated liquidity statistics over the 24 months ending Fiscal Year June 2012 .

./ Performed trend analysis on the City's portfolio and bank balances over 24
months ending Fiscal Year June 2012 .

./ Reviewed bank reconciliations and investment gain/loss reports to identify
overdraft charges or investments sold at a loss prior to maturity .

./ Measured the impact of banking service fees and earnings credits on the City's
co llected bank balances .

./ Reviewed the Tax Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs) issued by the City in
2011 and 2012, and identified the uses of the funds received. Analyzed and
compared costs associated with internal borrowing versus issuing TRANs.

We conducted this audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings
and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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Chapter 1. Treasurer's Investment Activities Show Positive
Returns and Compare Favorably to Investment Indices and Peers
This performance audit is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the Treasurer's
investment activities. As part of our review we assessed the Treasurer's investment program
performance in terms of maximizing returns while complying with provisions of the Government
Code as well as evaluating the benchmarks and measurement practices employed and the manner
and method of reporting the results. The results of our analyses reveal that the Core Portfolio
outperformed its benchmark in each of the four periods (calendar and fiscal years, 2011 and
2012) that we reviewed ranging from .01 percent (or I basis point) more than the benchmark to
.17 percent (or 17 basis points) more (See Exhibit 1). However, we noted that the City's Core
Portfolio is composed of more aggressive instruments than the benchmark index the City uses,
suggesting that a different index may be more appropriate. For example, when comparing the
Core Portfolio's performance with an index with more credit risk, the Bank of America Merrill
Lynch 3-month LIB OR index, this index outperformedthe City during both fiscal years
reviewed-.24 percent (or 24 basis points) in Fiscal Year 2011 and .26 percent (or 26 basis
points) in Fiscal Year 2012 (see Exhibits 9 and 10). The Reserve Portfolio, which more closely
aligned with its benchmark, slightly outperformed that index for three of the four periods
analyzed from .02 percent to .26 percent.

When comparing the City's results to other California municipalities with similar weighted
average maturities, the City's Core and Reserve Portfolios performed similarly to those
portfolios. Overall, for both portfolios, the Core and Reserve, the City appears to be achieving
returns consistent with the objectives and guidelines in effect for the respective portfolios.

Given the requirements for investments including permitted securities and minimum credit
quality as specified in the Government Code and investment policy statement, ultimately,
whether the City is maximizing returns can be addressed by evaluating whether the funds
invested in the Core Portfolio are adequate to satisfy the City's "six-month liquidity
requirement." We found that because the City's six-month net liquidity requirement has
fluctuated significantly over the last two fiscal years, it is difficult to determine an optimal level
of funds to be maintained in the Core Portfolio. However, our high-level review found that
while the City was able to meet its daily cash requirement needs during the two year period we
reviewed (as discussed in Chapter 2), we found that between September 2011 and November
2011, our calculation of the City's rolling six-month net liquidity requirement exceeded the
funds available in the Core Portfolio. As such, although the City met its daily liquidity
requirements for these three months, its Core Portfolio balance did not approximate six-months
of net liquidity requirements. However, we did not find evidence of significant liquidity issues
such as bank overdrafts or investments sold at a net earnings loss to cover sudden cash shortages.

In evaluating the methods of reporting investment pool results, we found that the Treasurer
reports monthly utilizing a number ofmetrics. Foremost in these measures is the Treasurer's
practice of reporting using a market value performance metric "total returns" for each of the two
portfolios; this measure is an international industry standard9 metric. In addition, the Treasurer
also conveys "portfolio characteristics," that reflect point-in-time data for market value, effective

9 Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS) adopted by the CFA Institute.
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yield, average weighted maturity, and average credit rating for each portfolio and the two pools
combined. Finally, in evaluating the Office of Finance's reporting practices, we compared the
monthly investment reports to those of other comparable municipalities and found that the City
of Los Angeles' reports compare favorably to those of other cities and counties in terms of form
and content. In general, other entity reports use similar metrics and information, some report
monthly like the City while others report only quarterly. We noted that the format and tone of
these reports vary-some reports are focused so lely on delivering data while others are more
akin to a newsletter and popular reporting, targeted to deliver high-level information to the
public. The Los Angeles Treasurer has adopted what we view is a more middle ground-
delivering clear and concise investment portfolio information in easy to consume language and
format, presenting industry typical information.

The Investment Program Reflects Positive Performance
The City manages two portfolios, the Core and Reserve Portfolios. Apart from the investment
guidelines dictated by the California Government Code for the combined Core and Reserve
Portfolio, the Core Portfolio must meet the City's net liquidity requirements over a six month
period and the maturity of the investments must not exceed one year. Funds that are not required
for the six-month liquidity requirement may be invested longer term and are held in the Reserve
Portfolio. As ofJune 2012, the types of assets that comprise the $1.4 billion Core Portfolio
include cash, certificates of deposit, commercial paper, and corporate and agency securities, with
a weighted average maturity of66 days. Types of assets that comprise the $5.8 billion Reserve
Portfo lio include Treasury, agency, and corporate securities, with a weighted average maturity of
2.8 years or 1,025 days.

The objectives of the investment audit focus on the performance of various benchmarks
including the benchmark targets selected by the City'S Office of Finance and comparable
California government entities' portfolios relative to the City's portfolios. Similar to the City's
Core and Reserve Portfolios, other government entities manage one or more portfolios for
specific purposes. Given the various uses of the portfolios managed by these government
entities, in the fo llowing section we describe the research and activities undertaken to assess the
comparability of the other government entity portfolios to the City's portfolios.

To evaluate the performance of the City's investments, we:

• Collected the public financial statements ofthe City and various other government
entities.

• Reviewed the investment policies of those government entities as well as the California
Government Code10

.

• Used financial data of the target benchmarks used by the City from Morningstar and
Interactive Data Corporation.

During our evaluation, we noted that the benchmark indices the City uses for comparative
purposes are similar to those used by a number of other peer municipalities. However, further

)0 We reviewed the California Government Code included as an attachment to the Local Agency Investment Guidelines, January
2012.
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review indicates that although the benchmark index applied for measuring the Reserve Portfolio
performance appropriately aligns with the investment practices of the City for that portfolio, we
noted that the index used for the Core Portfolio is composed entirely of Treasury instruments
whereas the City's investments in this portfolio include more aggressive instruments-
specifically commercial paper-and thus reflect higher returns. Further, we found that although
the City invests each of its two portfolios using different investment goals, it has not separately
articulated a detailed policy for each portfolio--only for the pool in total. Thus, without an
index that reflects the investment policy of each portfolio, a comparison of relative returns does
not provide a meaningful insight into whether the City is effectively managing the portfolio.
With a proper index, examining relative performance is a quick approach to measure the success
of (or lack 01) the portfolio management process.

In evaluating whether the Office of Finance is maximizing returns ofthe Core and Reserve
Portfolios while complying with the Government Code, we examined the investment guidelines
and restrictions imposed on the portfolios relative to the investments made. We reviewed the
portfolio statistics provided in the reports to the Investment Advisory Committee."
Additionally, we assessed whether the Office of Finance is maximizing returns of the Core and
Reserve Portfolios while complying with the Government Code and we examined the investment
guidelines and restrictions imposed on the portfolios relative to the investments made. We
reviewed the portfolio statistics provided in the reports to the Investment Advisory Committee
and monthly investment reports. We evaluated the City's returns for the Reserve and Core
Portfolios for the twelve month periods ending December 2010, June 2011 (Fiscal Year 2011),
December 2011, and June 2012 (Fiscal Year 2012). In addition, we compared the Core and
Reserve Portfolios' performance to other municipalities with similar portfolios.

The City'S benchmark for the Core Portfolio is the Bank of America/Merrill Lynch (BofA
Merrill Lynch) Three-Month US Treasury Bill index. The benchmark applied to the Reserve
Portfolio is the Bank of AmericalMerrill Lynch (BofA Merrill Lynch) 1-5 Year Corporate and
Government A-AAA index.

Our analysis revealed that the Core Portfolio outperformed the City's chosen benchmark for the
four periods that we reviewed. Specifically, we found that the City'S portfolio outperformed the
index ranging from .01 percent (or I basis point) more than the benchmark to .17 percent (or 17
basis points) more, as shown in Exhibit 1. This is not unexpected since the BofA Merrill Lynch
Three-Month US Treasury Bill index "measures total return on cash, including price and interest
income, based on short-term government Treasury Bills ofabout 90-day maturity?" while a
majority of the Core Portfolio is invested in assets with more credit risk than Treasuries, such as
commercial paper and corporate bonds. As reflected later in this chapter (see Exhibit 9), we
compared the annual performance of the City's Core Portfolio against a different index, the Bank
of America Merrill Lynch LIBOR 3 month CM index, which carries more credit risk than the
Treasury index, and found that this index outperformed the City's in both years ranging from .24
percent (or 24 basis points) more than the City in Fiscal Year 2011 to .26 percent (or 26 basis
points) more in Fiscal Year 2012 (see Exhibits 9 and 10).

11 Investment Advisory Committee "lAC' is discussed in Chapter 3 of this report.
12 Merrill lynch "Index Descriptions" http;J /www. totalmerrill.comjpublish/mkt/pdfs/MarketlndexDescriptions. pdf).
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Exhibit 1. Core Portfolio Performance Compared to its Benchmark Index
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The City's Reserve Portfolio, which is more closely aligned to its benchmark, slightly
outperformed its benchmark for three of the four periods analyzed as shown in Exhibit 2.
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Exhibit 2. Reserve Portfolio Performance Compared to its Benchmark Index
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Taken as a whole, the City's pooled portfolio complies with the California Government Code.
However, splitting the two portfolios, the Core Portfolio exceeds the maximum 40 percent
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allocation for commercial paper (see Appendix A). As of Fiscal Year 2012, the Core Portfolio
was composed of approximately 50 percent commercial paper (see Exhibit 3.)

Exhibit 3. Com osition of Core and Reserve Portfolios and Benchmark Indices 2012
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Notes: Allocation percentages are recorded as they appear in the entity's Investment or Annual Report.
Sources: Monthly Investment Reports and Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports.
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With the exception of foreign investments, the BofA Merrill Lynch 1-5 Year Corporate and
Government A-AAA index is composed of similar assets to the Reserve Portfolio as shown in
Exhibit 3. The BofA Merrill Lynch US 1-5 Years Corporate & Government A-AAA index
''tracks the performance of U.S. dollar-denominated investment grade government and corporate
public debt issued in the U.S. Domestic bond market with at least 1 year and less than [5] years
remaining to maturity, including U.S. Treasury, U.S. agency, foreign government, supranational
and corporate securities. Bonds must be rated "A" and above based on a composite of Moody's,
Fitch, and S&p."J3 The Reserve Portfolio contains investments with maturities of approximately
1 and 5 years and has an average maturity of less than 3 years. The majority of Reserve
Portfo lio' s investments are in treasury, agency, and US corporate securities. Under Government
Code provisions, California municipalities are not allowed to invest in foreign investments such
as those included in the selected index.

Nonetheless, in contrast to our observations relative to the Core Portfolio where we noted that a
majority of the Core Portfolio is invested in assets with more credit risk than its benchmark
index, we found that in the Reserve Portfolio the City invested in instruments with a comparable

13 Merrill Lynch "Index Descriptions" (http://www. totalmerrlll,comjpublish/mkt/pdfs/Marketl ndexDescriptions. pdf).
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degree of risk to foreign investments; therefore, the benchmark index is aligned to the investing
practices in place for the Reserve Portfolio.

Because the City invests each of its two portfolios using different investment goals, it should
separately articulate a detailed policy for each of the portfolios that stipulates the goal
components for the respective investment practices-not only for the pool in total as is currently
the practice. Investment indices used should be matched to the articulated policy to
appropriately measure performance against the chosen index. We didnote, however, that the
City's Investment Policy allows a wide range of permitted investments but the Treasurer has not
articulated specificity as to the targeted investments for the Core or Reserve Portfolios. Thus, in
implementing the investment guidelines upon constructing the portfolio, the composition can
result in a varied range of investments. Therefore, whether the investment strategy and/or the
benchmark target is appropriate for the needs of the Core Portfolio ultimately is subject to
defining the target investment strategy and then adopting a matching benchmark to better
evaluate the performance of the Core Portfolio.

Due to the Volatility in Liquidity Demands, Specific Balances Between the
Portfolios Cannot be Determined in this Review
Whether the City is maximizing returns while complying with the Government Code can be
addressed by evaluating whether the funds invested in the Core Portfolio are adequate to satisfy
the City's six-month liquidity requirement. Additionally, since funds that are in excess of the
six-month liquidity requirement are invested in the Reserve Portfolio, an "over" funded Core
Portfolio may be otherwise invested in longer term securities yielding higher rates of returns in
the Reserve Portfolio.

We found that the City'S six-month net liquidity requirement has fluctuated significantly over the
last two fiscal years (as discussed below), making it difficult to specify a pre-determined size for
the Core Portfolio without a comprehensive review of portfolio composition, investment strategy
evaluation, and in-depth assessments of cash management and cash forecasting-tasks beyond
the scope of this review.

However, our high-level review suggests that although the City met its daily liquidity
requirements during the period of our review, its Core Portfolio balance sometimes did not
approximate six-months of net liquidity requirements. According to the City's Investment
Policy, the Core Portfolio should approximate the City's net liquidity requirements for a six-
month period, which is defined as the total of the City's receipts less total expenses for a six-
month period. After the City's liquidity needs are assessed, any remaining funds may be
invested in the longer term Reserve Portfolio.

To evaluate the allocation of short-term versus long-term investments of the portfolios, monthly
and six-month net liquidity statistics were calculated over the 24 months ending Fiscal Year June
2012. The results are depicted in Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 5.
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Exhibit 4. Rolling Six-Month Net Liquidity-July 2010 through June 2012
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Notes: Net Liquidity is equal to the difference between total receipts and and total expenses.
Source: Cashfrlow.xlsx

Data illustrated in Exhibit 4 reveals:

• The average net liquidity requirement was approximately $100 million over a rolling
six-month period.

• The median was $503 million over a rolling six-month period.

• The range over a rolling six-month period was expenditures exceeding receipts by $1.8
billion to receipts exceeding expenditures by $1.5 billion.

Because we noted the large fluctuations in the City's net liquidity requirements (monthly cash
receipts less operational expenses), we calculated the standard deviation of the net liquidity
needs of the City to more fully understand the implications of these fluctuations. We found the
swing ranged from $343 million on a monthly basis and nearly $901 million over a rolling six
month period.
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Exhibit 5. Ratio of City of Los Angeles 6-Month Net Liquidity to Core Portfolio Market Value
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Notes: Net Liquidity is equal to the difference between total receipts and and total expenses.
Source: Cash Flow Analysis.xlsx.

Further, we calculated the ratio between the City's 6-month net liquidity requirement (Exhibit 4)
and the City's Core Portfolio's Market Value (Exhibit 15 in Chapter 2) to determine if the City
met its liquidity requirement. As illustrated on Exhibit 5, the City's six-month liquidity
requirement is not met when the ratio dips below -1.00. For example, if the City's net-liquidity
requirement during one month is -$500 million (receipts less total expenses) and the Core
Portfolio's market value is $500 million, the City's net liquidity is even and the ratio between
these amounts is -1.0 ($-500 million/$500 million). Conversely, if the net-liquidity requirement
during one month is -$600 million and the Core Portfolio's market value is $500 million, the
City's six-month net liquidity requirement is not met and the ratio between these amounts is -1.2
($-600 millioni$500 million).

Our analysis reveals that between September 2011 and November 2011, the ratio of the City's
rolling six-month net liquidity requirement and its Core Portfolio market value exceeded -1.00.
In other words, the City did not comply with its six-month liquidity requirement as the Core
Portfolio market value balance did not approximate six months of net liquidity requirements
during these three months.

Although we found the City'S rolling six-month net liquidity requirement exceeded the funds
available in the Core Portfolio for three months during our review period, we also found that the
City was able to meet its daily cash requirement needs during the two year period we reviewed,
as discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. For example, in October 2011, the City'S net liquidity
for the month was approximately $41 million ($897 million in receipts less $856 million in
expenditures). However, during the same month, the six month rolling liquidity requirement was
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approximately $1.3 billion compared to its Core Portfolio balance of$926 million. As such,
although the City met its liquidity requirements for the month, its Core Portfolio balance did not
approximate six months of net liquidity requirements. However, we did not find evidence of
significant liquidity issues such as bank overdrafts or investment sold at a net earnings loss to
cover sudden cash shortages. The City's current Investment Policy relative to retain six months
liquidity in its Core Portfolio no longer aligns with its more contemporary cash management and
forecasting approaches that anticipate large inflows as well as a deliberative shift to lower Core
Portfolio balances. Therefore, the City should reconsider its Investment Policy in the context of
its cash management approach and liquidity needs.

Alternative Benchmarks and Indices Used by Other Municipalities

While both the Core and Reserve Portfolios can invest in the same investment types covered by
the California Government Code, the actual
allocation of investments between the two
portfolios differs significantly and, as such, uses
separate performance benchmarks. As discussed,
the City used the BofA Merrill Lynch Three-
Month US Treasury-Bill and 1-5 Year Corporate
and Government A-AAA indices to benchmark
the Core and Reserve Portfolios, respectively. As
shown in Table I, other California municipalities
with comparable portfolios used the same or
similar benchmarks to evaluate performance.

One of the objectives of this audit focused on the
performance of various benchmarks including the
benchmark targets selected by the City and
comparable California government entities'
portfolios relative to the City's portfolios. Similar
to the City'S Core and Reserve Portfolios, other
government entities manage one or more
portfolios for specific purposes. Given the various
uses of the portfolios managed by the government
entities, the section below describes the research
and activities undertaken to assess the
comparability of the other government entity portfolios to the City's portfolios.

Our examination encompassed a review of various California government entities' portfolios
identified as potentially comparable by the City and by our firm in the past study of the City'S
Debt Management activities. We reviewed portfolios for 13 California entities-see the text
box. For each of these entities, we collected portfolio statistics including portfolio size, average
maturity, and benchmark targets of the portfolios. Additionally, we examined the investment
guidelines and restrictions imposed on the portfolios to further evaluate comparability to the
City. The investment guidelines for the City, along with the government entities listed above
were summarized and compared to the California Government code, with differences
summarized by investment type. (These analyses are included in Appendix A.)
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Table 1. Benchmarks Used by other Municipalities
Benchmarks Used by Select California Municipalities

Milhiti ity
Los Angeles Cily [I]

Portfolio
Core Portfolio

BendUlllIrk

Sources:

[IJ Cay of 1.05 Angeles lnvesurent Report, June 30, 2012.
PJ Compliance Review oflreasurers Investment Pool forthe Count)' offresue.June 30, 2012 and CoUIlI)' efjresno Conpreheesive Annual Financial Report, 2012.
[3J County of Los Angeles Treasurer and Tax Cchctor Repe}!!oflnvestments for the Monlh of'Jene 2012 and County of Los Angeles, Ollifomia Comprehensive Annual Financial Report,
[4J Pooled Money Investment Board Repon, June 2012 and Pooled Money Investment Board 56th Annual Report, Fiscal Year20il·2012.
[5J The Metropolitan water Dsuicr of South em California Treasurers Monthly Report, June 2012and The Metropolitan Water District of South em Ca~fornia Comprehensive Annual

Fmancial Report forthe Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2012.
[6} aty of Oakland Cash Management Report forthe Quarter Ended June 30, 2012.

[7] County of Orange Treasurers Investment Report for June 30, 2012.
[S] Count)' ofRivcrside Treasurer's Pooled Investment Fund Report. June 2012
19] Oty of Sacramento Monthly lnvestsent Report, June 2012
[101 San Bernardino County Account Stateneat for the Month F'Jlding June 30, 2012 and County of San Bernardino Comprehensive Annual Repol! for the Fiscal Year &Ided June 30, 2012
PI) ali of San Dieg.o, California Comprehensive Annual Financial Repolt, Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2012
[Il] San Diego County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended June 3~ 2012
[I3J City and County of Sail Francisco Pooed Fund Ponfbjo Statistics fonhc Month Bided June 30, 2012
[loll aty of San Jose lnvesunent Report forthe Quarter l~lded June 30, 2012.

We also collected information regarding the primary use of the invested funds to determine
specific characteristics of the portfolio. For example, some entities managed one pooled
portfolio for general use by the entity, while others managed separate portfolios for a specific use
such as short-term liquidity needs or housing needs. See Exhibit 6 for the composition of
benchmark entity portfolios.
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We researched alternative benchmarks with similar investment objectives as the Core and
Reserve Portfolios including mutual funds and other indices in Morningstar, IDC, and
Bloomberg, and benchmarks used by other California entities to evaluate the appropriateness of
the target benchmarks used by the City.

A common benchmark referenced by many of the municipalities as well as a permitted
investment under the California Government Code is the State of California's Local Agency
Investment Fund (see Table 1).14 This benchmark has a weighted average maturity of270 days
compared to 66 days for the Core and 1,025 days for the Reserve Portfolio for Fiscal Year 2012
(as reflected on Exhibit 8).

Exhibit 6. Asset Allocation of Benchmark and Comparable Entity Portfolios

AssetAUocation Comparison
June 2012
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14 Various California entities, including the City, permit investment in the local Agency Investment Fund. As of
June 2012 and June 2011, the City did not have any holdings in the Local Agency Investment Fund.
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We believe that the investment allocations of the Local Agency Investment Fund are not
consistent with that of the Core or Reserve Portfolios as shown in Exhibit 6. Although several
other government entities have identified the Local Agency Investment Fund as a benchmark
target, it is not comparable to either of the City's portfolios and thus, is not an appropriate
benchmark for the City.

Of note to this discussion, the Core Portfolio contains securities with more credit risk than the
BofA Merrill Lynch Three-Month US Treasury-Bill index, such as commercial paper, agency,
and corporate investments as well as short-term cash and treasury investments (also see Exhibit
3).

Exhibit 7. Comparable Entity: Investment Market Value, June 2011 and June 2012
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Notes:
1. Local Agency Investment Fund reports month end balance, It is unclear what measurement is reported.
2. San Diego City reports book value for the individual portfolios.

Further, as illustrated in Exhibit 7, for June 2012, the individual and pooled portfolios ranged in size
from $86 million for the Sacramento City Housing & Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) to $22
billion for the Local Agency Investment Fund-as compared to the City's pooled portfolio of$7
billion. As reflected in Exhibit 8, for June 2012, the weighted average maturity of the individual
and pooled portfolios ranged from a low of 57 days for the Orange County Money Market Fund
(OCMMF) to 1,048 days or 2.9 years for the SHRA. The City's Core Portfolio's weighted average
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maturity of66 days is similar to the OCMMF and several other portfolios. In contrast, the City's
Reserve Portfolio had similar weighted average maturities to the SHRA portfolio at approximately
1,000 days.

Exhibit 8. Comparative Entity-Weighted Average Days to Maturity June 2011 & June 2012
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Notes:l. local Agency Investment Fund reports Average Life-Month End for the Pooled Money Investment Account. 2. Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California reports Weighted Average Duration.

As previously discussed, the Core Portfolio outperformed its benchmark for the four periods that
we reviewed. The City's Core Portfolio benchmark, the BofA Merrill Lynch Three-Month US
Treasury-Bill index, measures performance of short term cash and treasury obligations.

We also compared the City's chosen index to others that more closely match that the weighted
maturity of the City's Core Portfolio. In particular, we compared the City's chosen index with
indices having more credit risk than the Treasury bill index-specifically, the LIBOR rate of two
and three month maturities'", The three-month LIBOR index matches the maturity of the City's
benchmark target, but the two-month index more closely matches the June 2012 weighted
average maturity of the Core Portfolio at 66 days. Both of these indices outperformed the Core
Portfolio return over the two periods we examined, as shown in Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10 in the
following section.

15 As reported by the BBA
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When Benchmarked Against Other Municipalities, the City's Results were
Comparable
When compared to other California municipalities with similar weighted average maturity, the
City's Core and Reserve Portfolios performed similarly to comparable portfolios as shown in
Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10.

Exhibit 9. Benchmark Indices and Comparable Entities 2011

Investment Maturity vs. Fiscal Year Return
June 2011
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Exhibit 10. Benchmark Indices and Comparable Entities 2012

Investment J\faturity vs, Fiscal Year Return
Juno 2012
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We assessed the performance of the City'S portfolios to the performance of other municipalities. The
City measures performance on a total return basis, which includes realized and unrealized gains and
losses of the investments in the portfolio. Although total return is the industry standard for
measuring performance, several of the entities in our study reported only the yield rather than the
total return ofthe portfolio. We used, for comparative purposes, those benchmark California entities
reporting data using the total return basis. However, in some cases, we compared portfolio return to
portfolio yield as an approximation for portfolio return when the yield incorporated the gains (losses)
on the sales of investments held in the portfolio. As noted in Exhibits 9 and 10, the municipalities
that calculated portfolio yield using this method include Los Angeles County, Orange County, San
Francisco, and San Jose.

Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10 illustrate key benchmarks of other entities to those of the City's
investment performance, from which we identified the following highlights:

• Of the short-term portfolios, the Orange County Money Market Fund (OCMMF) and the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Short-Term Investment have similar
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weighted average maturity to the City's Core Portfolio. The City's Core Portfolio
underperfonned OCMMF for Fiscal Year 2011, but outperformed this fund in Fiscal
Year 2012.

• The Metropolitan Water District outperformed both the City's Core Portfolio and
OCMMF for both Fiscal Years 2011 and 2012. However, investment allocations differed
across these portfolios, which could explain the differences in performance.

• For the longer term portfolios, the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
Long-Term Investment, Sacramento City Housing & Redevelopment Agency (SHRA),
and San Francisco Pooled Investment Portfolio have similar weighted average maturity to
the City's Reserve Portfolio. The City's Reserve Portfolio outperformed the
Metropolitan Water District and Sacramento City for Fiscal Year 2011, but
underperformed the Metropolitan Water District and Sacramento City for Fiscal Year
2012.

• The City's Reserve Portfolio outperformed San Francisco for both Fiscal Years 2011 and
2012. However, again the investment allocations differed across portfolios, which could
exp lain the differences in performance.

Treasurer Follows Industry Standards in Reporting Performance and
Monthly Reports Compare Favorably to Peers
The City Treasurer issues Investment Reports for each month to the City Council as is required
under the City of Los Angeles Administrative Code." Important in this report are the
Treasurer's statements relating to investment transaction compliance with California
Government Code provisions and the City's investment policy and whether the City's General
Pool contains the required "sufficient cash flow liquidity to meet the next six months of expected
expenditures." These reports have followed the same format and included similar information
for a number of years. Additionally, the City contracts with an investment advisory firm that
independently provides monthly detailed reports directed to the Investment Advisory Committee.
The City's investment reports contain details relative to the national economic condition and
outlook as well as detailed graphic depictions of numerous factors relative to the City's
investment portfolios. The investment advisor also assesses whether the City's investment
portfolios comply with "code, policy, and guidelines." Although the Investment Advisory
Committee (lAC) has not met in several years (See Chapter 3), reports intended for the lAC are
posted for public review on the Treasurer's website. This website includes both the Treasurer's
and the lAC reports back through 2006.

The City'S investment reports prepared by the Office of Finance offer a variety of economic
measures and performance metrics-primarily those relating directly to the City's investments.
The 26-page report is formatted to provide a five-page summary of the national economic
investment environment including benchmarks and projections for indicators such as Gross
Domestic Product-GDP, retail sales, and unemployment and also includes a snap-shot of Federal
Reserve funds, data tracking, and current and forward U.S. Yield curves by percent. The
summary also reflects two specific metrics-"Portfolio Characteristics" and "Investment

16 City of Los Angeles Administrative Code/ Chapter 5.1, Article 1, Section 20.90
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Performance"-relative to the City's investment experience performance for the month. The
remainder of the report is comprised of nearly 20 pages of data and graphics reflecting
investment holdings and related characteristics such has asset allocation, duration and liquidity.

Under the Portfolio Characteristics section, the Office of Finance reflects the City's investment
pool in the two separate components-Core Portfolio and the Reserve Portfolio-as well as
combined. Portfolio Characteristics convey point-in-time data for market value, effective yield,
average weighted maturity, and average credit rating for each portfolio and the pools combined.
These metrics db not reflect the performance of the investments-rather, they show a snap-shot
ofthe market value of each portfolio as of the ending date for that month; an indication of
interest rate risk through time in the average maturity calculation; a calculation of the average
credit rating of the pool; and, a point-in-time computation of the effective yield of the pool ifthe
interest on the investments were retained and immediately reinvested. Exhibit 11 shows the
effective yield of each portfolio as tracked over the two year period.

Exhibit 11. Average Effective Yield 2011 and 2012

los Angeles Treasury Average Effective Yield History
2011 and 2012
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The Office of Finance also provides a market value performance metric, "Investment
Performance", that is an industry standard'" metric. The Global Investment Performance
Standards (GIPS), adopted by the CFA Institute, sets forth a body of guidance for establishing an
"ethical standard for calculating and presenting investment performance based on the principles
of fair presentation and full disclosure." These standards are intended to forge foundations for
uniformity in calculation methodology to achieve reporting comparability among presentations
of investment portfolio performance. Under the standards for calculating the value ofa portfolio,

17 Global Investment Performance Sta~dards (GIPS)adopted by the CFAInstitute.
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Standard 2.A.l requires that "TOTAL RETURNS MUST be used.,,!8 Total return is the "rate of
return that includes the realized and unrealized gains and losses plus income for the measurement
period.?" Additionally, as mentioned previously, the City has adopted investment benchmarks
for total rate of return-for the Core Portfolio, the BofAJMerrill Lynch 3 Month Treasury Bill
Index (GOOI) and for the Reserve Portfolio, the BoWMerrill Lynch 1-5 Year
Government/Corporate A-AAA Index (BV10). Exhibit 12 presents the monthly results ofthese
measures for 2011 and 2012.

As reflected in Exhibit 12, the City's investment performance is measured following the GlPS,
which includes not only realized gains and losses, but also the unrealized gains and losses within
each portfolio at the end ofthe reporting period.

Exhibit 12. Total Monthly Returns 2011 and 2012

City of los Angeles Core and Reserve Portfolio
Monthly Total Return Experience

January 2011 through December 2012
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The City'S contracted investment advisor that provides reports for the lAC monthly, also reports
portfolio statistics that include yield and duration information of the Core Portfolio and the
Reserve Portfolio against the benchmarks as well as "Monthly Total Return" for the two pools.
The Office of Finance has chosen the two metrics, yield and monthly total return, for
presentation in the summary portion of the monthly Investment Report. In the body of the

18 Standard is presented as written in the GIPS,2010 version.
19 Definition of "Total Return" per the GlPS,2010 version.
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report, the Office of Finance provides several City-portfolio specific statistics and graphics
involving a number of elements including liquidity, duration, allocation, and credit ratings as
well as listing the instruments in the pools. This information is similar to that provided in the
lAC reports which also include a host of national and industry data that is not City-specific.

We also reviewed investment reports issued by eight of the benchmark municipalities chosen as
peers for this audit. Our review of the contents and form of these reports finds that the Office of
Finance's investment reports compare favorably to those of other benchmark city and counties.
In general, other entity reports use similar metrics and information; although some report on a
quarterly basis and some monthly, depending upon the approach adopted. The format and tone
of the reports vary-some reports are focused solely on delivering data while others are more
akin to a newsletter and popular reporting, targeted to deliver high-level information to the
public. The Office of Finance has adopted what we consider an appropriate middle ground-
delivering clear and concise investment portfolio information in easy to consume language and
format.

Recommendations
To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the City's Investment Activities, the Office of
Financeffreasurer management should:

I. Define and implement specific investment guidelines and strategies tailored to the
individual Core and Reserve Portfolios to ensure the composition of investments within
each portfolio closely matches the unique investment strategies of each.

2. Once specific investment guidelines are defined for each portfolio, adopt a matching
target benchmark to evaluate the performance of the portfolio.

3. Reconsider the existing City Investment Policy relating to the six month liquidity
requirement to better align it with the City's contemporary cash forecasting and
management processes while still complying with the Government Code provisions.
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Chapter 2. While the City Relies on Manual Processes, Cash Flow
Forecasting Methods Appear Reasonable and Complete
Forecasting the City's cash demands is of paramount importance to ensure the City has sufficient
cash to cover near-term obligations as well as to calculate the excess available cash that can be
invested into either the City's Core or the Reserve Portfolios and to determine the type and
duration of investment decisions to be made. The City's Core Portfolio is used to meet the
City's liquidity requirements generally for the short-term of up to about a six-month period. The
Reserve Portfolio is used for longer term investing with instruments maturing in a longer than six
month period.

Manual Cash Flow Forecasting Processes Appear Reasonable and Complete
We found that the City has not automated its cash forecasting and information gathering and
sharing processes which inherently increase the potential ofthe City inaccurately forecasting its
cash needs. Incorrect forecasts could occur due to a lack of timely, accurate and complete
information provided by City departments and problems associated with keying errors, and
manual analysis offorecast spreadsheets. Such critical activities focused on individuals that
manually process key data may put the City at risk of insufficiently estimating the cash needed to
meet demands. However, during the period of our review, we found the City's forecasting
processes appeared to work as intended, and the steps were reasonable and complete and allowed
the City to meet its daily cash requirement needs during the two year period we reviewed.
Further, we did not find evidence of indicators that would support significant liquidity issues,
such as bank overdraft charges or investments sold before maturity at a loss; nonetheless, the
potential for problems remains due to the non-automated nature of the processes.

Historically, the City has relied on a system of Excel spreadsheets to forecast its upcoming cash
needs. Specifically, to estimate whether the City will have sufficient cash to cover near-term
obligations, the Office of Finance's Investment Division prepares daily cash flow calculations
using Excel spreadsheets with a target of maintaining a daily ledger bank balance of
approximately $100 million. The process begins with the Investment Division preparing an
initial baseline cash flow forecast model that captures the City's anticipated daily cash inflows
and outflows. The baseline six month cash flow models are prepared twice a year on the first
day of the six month cycle-the first period is July I through December 31, and the second is
January I through June 30. To populate the initial baseline cash flow forecast model, the
Investment Division manually compiles daily cash inflow and outflow information from a
number of sources, the primary source being past banking activities related to cash receipts and
disbursements (accounts payable, payroll, etc.). For example, the initial cash flow baseline
model created on July I, 2012 for the July I, 2012 through December 31, 2012 time period
utilized the actual daily inflows and outflows realized between July I, 2011 and December 31,
2011 as a starting point. Once the historical baseline information is established in the model,
additional data related to current expected cash inflows from upcoming maturities and interest
payments, as well as information obtained from other sources including the City CAFR, local
and state tax boards, and upcoming bond issuance or drawdown information are incorporated
into the calculations.
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After preparing the initial baseline cash forecast model, the Investment Division further refines
and updates the initial baseline cash flow forecast model on a daily basis using "real time"
information, such as current bank balances and wire information as well as data gathered
manually from city departments relating to upcoming demands on the City's cash balances.
Updated cash flow forecasts are saved as separate daily spreadsheets and the previous day's
forecast spreadsheet is also updated with the actual cash flow activity based on daily bank
records. According to the Investment Division, the City has not implemented an integrated
system that would automatically provide the Division with advance warning when other city
departments anticipate large transactions, such as large wire transactions, ACH settlements, or
bond issuances. Under the current processes used by the Investment Division, it regularly issues
maturity reports to city departments and requests that the departments provide specific
instructions detailing what the Investment Division should expect in terms of cash needs, such as
funds required to pay the department's upcoming obligations or suggesting the reinvestment of
excess funds into other investments. Although the Investment Division believes it encourages
city departments to notify them of significant cash flow transactions as soon as possible,
departments do not always provide information on a timely basis.

Each day, after the cash flow forecast spreadsheet is refined and fmalized with the most current
information, the Investment Division evaluates its short-term position in terms of cash for
obligations and identifies cash available to be invested. To make this determination, the
Investment Division starts with the targeted ledger bank balances, which are the combined
amounts intended to be maintained in the two Well Fargo bank accounts used for daily receipts
and disbursement of City funds. For the last several years, the Cash Management Division has
established the combined ledger bank balance at approximately $100 million. For example, if
the day's beginning ledger bank balance is $1 10 million and the day's net cash inflow is
anticipated to be $20 million, the ending ledger bank balance would be $130 million. This
would result in $30 million more than the targeted bank ledger balance and the Investment
Division would determine how to invest the $30 million of excess cash flow. The type and
duration of the investments for the $30 million in excess funds is dependent on the anticipated
upcoming cash needs reflected on the daily cash flow forecasts.

The Investment Division evaluates the City's expected future cash flow needs to ascertain the
optimal maturity dates identify the appropriate investment instruments. Using the previous
example, if the cash flow forecast reflects that the City may be short of reaching its target ledger
bank balance the following day, an overnight investment of some or all of the $30 million would
likely be utilized to ensure the City would maintain its target ledger bank balance. However, if
the upcoming cash flow forecast suggests that the City will be able to maintain its target bank
balance for the next week, investment vehicles maturing in seven days may be selected.
According to Investment Division management, the excess amount of daily cash available to be
invested is typically reinvested back into the Core Portfolio for liquidity purposes. However, if
the City finds there is sufficient liquidity to maintain the targeted ledger bank balances for the
next six months based on the forecast models, some or all of the excess cash flow could be
invested in the City's longer-term Reserve Portfolio.

While the City's cash flow forecasting processes rely on manually updating a series of daily
Excel spreadsheets, we found that the cash flow forecasts appear reliable and the information
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supporting the forecasts appear reasonably accurate. The cash flow spreadsheets reflect all City
inflow and outflow transactions, such as:

• Receipts from revenue generating activities of city departments;

• Bond proceeds;

• Income earned on investments;

• Disbursements related to operations;

• Investment purchases; and

• Debt service payments.

Out ofthe multi-billion dollars of activity reflected on the cash flow forecasting spreadsheets we
reviewed from July 2010 through June 2012, we found relatively few data inaccuracies-none
that impacted the City's ability to meet its cash flow requirements. Specifically, our review of
the cash flow forecasting spreadsheets during the two year time period reflected that total inflows
were approximately $68.15 billion compared to outflows of$67.28 billion-a net difference of
about $870 million more inflows than outflows. Out of approximately $67.28 billion in
outflows, we found another approximate $800 million, or 1.2 percent, of additional net outflow
that was not reflected on the cash forecast spreadsheets. Adding the $67.28 billion outflow
capture in the cash flow forecasting spreadsheets with the $800 million of additional outflow not
reflected on the spreadsheets results in total outflows of about $68.08 billion over the two year
period. As such, the $870 million difference between total inflows and outflows over the
reviewed time period is greatly reduced and the matching of cash needs is closer with total
outflows being $68.08 billion and total inflows of$68.15 billion resulting in a difference of
about $70 million, or less than 1 percent.

The inaccuracies we noted often related to investment activity occurring late in the day that was
not entered into the spreadsheets and typographical errors where numbers on the spreadsheet
were inadvertently keyed incorrectly. These minor errors appeared to be retrospective in nature
as the problems were generally associated with staff not properly including all of the previous
day's actual activity in the forecast spreadsheet, resulting in the spreadsheet miscalculating the
ending ledger bank balances. However, these inaccuracies did not appear to impact the City's
ability to appropriately forecast and meet its upcoming cash requirements because the daily
projection processes utilize actual bank balances per daily bank statements when updating the
daily cash forecasts and not necessarily based on the ending ledger balance as reflected on the
previous day's forecasting spreadsheet. Overall, despite the manual nature of the processes, we
found the City's cash flow forecasting methods to be reasonably reliable as the City's total
inflows and outflows were closely aligned across the two fiscal years we reviewed, as shown in
Exhibit 13.
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Exhibit 13. Total Inflows and Outflows, July 2010 through June 2012
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Further, our review of bank statements and gains/losses statements between July 2010 and June
2012 did not reveal evidence of bank overdraft charges or indicators that securities were sold at a
net earnings loss before maturity in order'to cover a sudden cash flow shortfall. If identified,
these indicators would have demonstrated the results of cash forecasting errors, Moreover, Fitch
Ratings commented positively about the City's cash flow processes in its credit summary of the
City when it assigned the City's bonds a rating of AA_20 and its tax revenue anticipation notes a
rating ofF1+21

, Specifically, Fitch Ratings indicated that one of its key rating drivers related to
fact that the "City's projected cash flow holds up sufficiently to stress scenarios that envision a
10 percent reduction in economically sensitive tax revenues or five percent overall expenditure
increases without offsets," ,

City's processes to Balance Investments Held Short-term versus Long-term
Appear Reasonable
Understanding the City's liquidity needs is a primary consideration when assessing the
appropriateness of the distribution of the City's investments between the short and long-term
portfolios, According to the City's investment policy, the Office of Finance's Investment
Division must ensure there are sufficient funds readily available to meet the City's anticipated

20 AA rating denotes expectations of very low credit risk and indicate very strong capacity for payment of financial
commitments.
21 Fl+ rating Indicates the strongest intrinsic capacity for timely payment of financial commitments,
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operating requirements (e.g. cash flow requirements). The Core Portfolio is used to meet the
City's liquidity requirements for a period of up to six months and is considered a short-term
investment portfolio. The Reserve Portfolio is used to invest funds not required within the next
six months' and is considered the long-term investment portfolio. Finding the appropriate level
offunds in each portfolio necessitates meeting the City's daily cash needs and ensuring sufficient
liquidity while maximizing the opportunity to earn income on funds not eminently required.

During the two-year period we reviewed, we found that the City has historically taken a
conservative approach to ensuring its cash needs are met by maintaining large balances in its
Core investment portfolio. However, over the last several years the City has begun reducing the
balances in its Core investment portfolio shifting more funds into its Reserve Portfolio in an
effort to generate a greater rate of return on the City's funds without jeopardizing the City's daily
liquidity needs.

City Has Shifted More of its Portfolio Holdings from Short-term to Long-term Investments

In addition to reviewing total inflows and outflows discussed in the previous section, we also
analyzed a specific portion ofthe City'S total inflows and outflows to understand the volatility of
the City's daily cash needs. Specifically, for this part of our analysis, we focused on the City's
operational receipts (service fees) and expenditures (payroll, benefits, accounts payable, etc.) and
excluded transactions that are typically utilized to help smooth out daily cash flow spikes and
dips, such as debt proceeds and payments (bonds and TRANs) and investment earnings and
purchases. Our review of the City's daily cash flow forecasting spreadsheets over the course of
two years (Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011) found that the City had total receipts" of approximately
$26.5 billion and total expenditures'" of approximately $26.8 billion-a small difference of
about $300 million, or 1 percent, over the two year period. As the City had slightly more total
expenditures than receipts during this period, we also looked at the volatility ofthe City's day-to-
day cash requirements and monthly highs and lows of the City's cash needs, as reflected on
Exhibit 14.

As illustrated in Exhibit 14, it is reasonable that the City experiences fluctuations in its regular
receipt and expenditures; some are time-specific and create certain anticipated spikes, such as the
sharp increase in expenses in July of each year due to pension payments as well as a large
increase in receipts each December related to the City'S share of property tax income. During
the two-year period we reviewed, the monthly cash flow difference fluctuated from an average
$210 million in excess receipts to $274 in insufficient receipts. We also found that the monthly
cash flow fluctuation ranged from a high of excess receipts of $362 million in December 20 I I to
a low of insufficient receipts of $916 million in July 20 I I. As such, the City would have to have
access to a consistent source of liquid holdings of atleast $1 billion to provide the additional
cash flow necessary to cover the monthly fluctuations in receipts and expenditures. Sources of
liquid holdings would include income from investment activities in the Core Portfolio and
proceeds from Tax Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRAN) and other bond proceeds. As of the end

22 Receipts include revenue generating activities and exclude debt proceeds and income from maturities,
23 Expenditures include operational requirements (payroll, benefits, accounts payable) and exclude debt service
payments and investment activity.
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of the two year period we reviewed (June 30,2012), the City's Core Portfolio balance was $1.37
billion.

Exhibit 14. City Cash Flows Per Forecast Spreadsheets FY 2010-2011 and 2011-2012
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One of the most important sources of liquid holdings to cover cash requirement fluctuations is
the City's Core Portfolio. As the Core Portfolio is used to meet the City's shorter-term liquidity
requirements, it includes the Wells Fargo bank accounts and short-maturity investments, such as
commercial paper, corporate notes, and government notes. As stated previously, we found that
the City has historically taken a conservative approach to ensuring its cash needs are met by
maintaining large balances in its Core investment portfolio. In fact, in January 2010, the Core
Portfolio had a balance of about $2.84 billion, which is more than double the high point of the
monthly fluctuations in cash requirements discussed earlier. However, over the last several years
the City has begun reducing the balances in its Core Portfolio and thus holding more in its
Reserve Portfolio-from $2.84 billion in January 2010 to approximately $708 million in
September 2012, as reflected in Exhibit 15.
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Exhibit 15. Historical Core Portfolio Balances July 2009 through October 2012
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As the balances declined in the Core Portfolio, we noted a corresponding increase in the City's
Reserve Portfolio-s-from $3.32 billion in January 2010 to approximately $5.97 billion in October
2012, as reflected in Exhibit 16.

Exhibit 16. Historical Reserve Portfolio Balances
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According to the City Treasurer, it has been increasing the amounts held in the longer-term
Reserve Portfolio in an effort to generate a greater rate of return on the City's funds. As
expected, the make-up of the City's total pooled portfolio has shifted over the last few years
from roughly even investments between the Core and Reserve Portfolios to the majority of the
City's investments held in the Reserve Portfolio, as reflected in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Pool Composition 2010 Figure 2. Pool Composition 2012
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City Regularly Rebalances its Core and Reserve Portfolios

While the City does not have a specific balance that it targets to maintain for the Core Portfolio,
the City's Investment Policy states that they Core Portfolio should approximate the City's net
liquidity requirements for a six-month period. In addition to carrying out its daily investment
activities, which includes forecasting the City's daily cash requirements, determining whether
sufficient funds are immediately available in the City's bank account to meet its short-term
obligations, and investing any excess liquidity available beyond what is needed to maintain the
targeted collected bank balance in the near-term, we found that the Investment Division performs
a rebalancing of the Reserve Portfolio on a monthly basis.

Specifically, the Investment Division relies primarily on a monthly "rebalancing" of the portfolio
as daily investments are generally limited to managing cash flow needs but not necessarily
making strategic investment changes to the portfolio. As part of the rebalancing process, in-
depth analysis is conducted by each of the investment officers wherein independent detailed
"what-if" scenarios are developed to determine the best rebalancing approach, particularly
related to ensuring sufficient liquidity for six months and improving the Reserve Portfolio's
overall duration performance. According to Investment management, handling strategic
portfolio changes on a monthly basis also saves on expensive transaction costs. As a result of the
February 20 I3 rebalancing process, the investment team determined that it could adjust the
Reserve Portfolio's effective duration (from 2.62 to 2.72 years) by transferring $50 million from
the Core Portfolio into the Reserve Portfolio and purchasing specific types of investments where
risk characteristics match those of the Reserve Portfolio's benchmark. While the City has been
able to meet its daily liquidity needs during the period of our review, as discussed in Chapter I,
under the current Investment Policy the it must also ensure that its efforts to rebalance the
portfolios comply with its investment policy requiring that the balance in the Core Portfolio
approximates the City's six-month liquidity needs.
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City Has Reduced its Bauk Balances Held in its Short-term Core Portfolio
Within the City's Core Portfolio, the City has maintained large "collected bank balances"-with
monthly balances averaging about $160 million between July 2009 and October 2012. The
large balances are currently maintained in two Wells Fargo bank accounts, with the vast majority
(97 percent) held in one main bank account. According to management, the large balances were
maintained to ensure sufficient monies to cover the $80 million bi-weekly payroll and to
maintain a cushion to guard against unexpected cash demands that could otherwise result in large
bank overdraft charges. Additionally, the City receives earnings credits on its collected balances,
which help offset banking charges for services such as lockbox services, merchant card services,
depository services and wire transfer services. However, as reflected in Exhibit 17, over the last
few years the amount the City has been charged in banking fees has far outweighed what it has
received in earnings credits due to the fact that earnings credit rates have fallen-from .75
percent on balances in its main Wells Fargo bank account in July 2009 to.25 percent for the
same account in June 2012.

Exhibit 17. Banking Services Fees Charged and Related Earning Credits
Fiscal Years 2009-2010 through 2011-2012
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Due to the reduction in earnings credits, over the last several years the City began reducing its
collected bank balances and investing the additional excess monies in other areas within the Core
Portfolio in an effort to increase the City'S rate of return. As such, we noted that the City's
average co llected bank balances have declined over the last several years-from a high of
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approximately $441 million in July 2009 to about $102 million in October 2012, as reflected in
Exhibit 18.

Exhibit 18. City Bank Balances Fiscal Year 2009-2010 through 2011-2012
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As of January 2012, the City decided to further reduce the amounts held in its collected bank
balance from a targeted $100 million to an approximate collected balance of$50 million.
Specifically, Wells Fargo informed the City of its plans to pass along new FDIC charges the
bank will incur and these charges are based on bank balances. Previously, the City has not been
charged fees on its collected balances within its main Wells Fargo bank account and was charged
only banking services fees on that account. According to the Office of Finance, the Office of the
City Attorney determined that increasing the fees was not permissible under the contract and the
one-year contract extension does not include the higher FDIC assessments.

-l---I-----lI-l------------- ----------------

----JI+----II---------

Although future costs related to these fees cannot be yet determined, Office of Finance
management estimates that the City could incur roughly $24,000 per month in these additional
charges on a $100 million collected balance. As a mitigating measure, the Office of Finance
moved $50 million from its targeted collected bank balance-reducing the optimal collected
bank balance from $100 million to $50 million. To ensure the City maintains sufficient liquidity,
the Office of Finance plans to invest the $50 million it removed from the bank balance in very
short-term investments (2 or three day maturities) within the Core Portfolio. As such, balances
within the Core Portfolio will not be affected as the monies will shift from being held in the bank
to other short term investments all within the Core Portfolio.

City Holds a Smaller Portion of its Investments in Short-term Holdings
Compared to Peers
In addition to reviewing the appropriateness of Office of Finance's processes to balance the
City's holdings in short-term versus long-term investments, we compared the City'S short-term
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holdings (less than one year), total portfolio, budget, and TRANs issuances to five comparable
municipalities to understand how the Office of Finance's approach to managing its short-term
investments compared to its peers. Overall, we found that the City appears to rely much less on
short-term investments and more heavily on borrowing than its peers. The Los Angeles City
Administrative Officer (CAO) and the Los Angeles Controller determine the amount and timing
ofTRAN issuances. The Office of Finance invests the proceeds of the TRANs and services the
debt.

Table 2. Comparison to Other Entities-
Short-Term Holdin s to Full Portfolio as of June 30

$1,367,500 $7,173,200 19%

$12,546,500 $20,973,400 60%

$930,400 $2,422,200 38%

$2,908,000 $4,642,200 63%

$2,054,700 $3,899,700 53%

$1,411,000 $3,069,100 46%

We compared the City's portion of its total portfolio made up of short-term investments (under
one year) with those of the five comparable municipalities. As reflected on Table 2, we found
that the portion ofthe City's total portfolio made up of short-term investments is much smaller
than comparable municipalities as about 19 percent ofthe City's total portfolio is made up short-
term investments as compared with 38 percent to 63 percent ofthe portfolios made up of short-
term investments for its peers. In fact, the investment policies of two of the peer municipalities,
San Bernardino and Riverside Counties, require that at least 40 percent of their total portfolios be
invested in maturities of less than one year to ensure sufficient liquidity.

We also compared the amount of short-term investments held by the City to its Fiscal Year 2012-
2013 operating budget with those of five comparable municipalities. As reflected on Table 3, we
found that the City's operating budget to short-term investment percentage is much smaller than
comparable municipalities as the City's short-term investment holdings is about 19 percent of its
operating budget compared to its peers where their short-term investment holdings are between
25 percent to 61 percent oftheir operating budget.
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$1,367,500 $7,200,000 19% $1,256,000 92%

$12,546,500 $25,400,000 49% $1,300,000 10%

$930,400 $2,750,000 34% $161,000 17%

$2,908,000 $4,700,000 62% $250,000 9%

$2,054,700 $4,060,000 51% $165,000 8%

$1,411,000 $5,600,000 25% $150,000 11%

Lastly, we also compared the amount of2012 TRANs issued by the City to its short-term
holdings with those of the five comparable municipalities. As reflected on Table 3, we found
that the City has chosen an approach that relies more heavily on borrowing to cover liquidity
gaps than others. It issues more TRANs compared to the size of its short-term investments
holdings than comparable municipalities. Specifically, in 2012, the City issued about $1.25
billion in TRANS, which is roughly 92 percent the size of its short-term holdings whereas the
TRANs issued by its peers were between 8 and 17 percent the size of their short-term holdings.
The approaches utilized by the City and its peers are both commonly used tools to address cash
demands.

Recommendations
To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the City's Investment Activities, the Office of
Finance/Treasurer management should:

4. Ensure that expenditure and receipts "actual" data is input into the cash flow forecasting
spreadsheets accurately as these actual figures are utilized when developing the cash flow
forecasting models of future periods.

5. Continue pursuing the implementation of an automated treasury management system.
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Chapter 3. Despite Some Manual Systems and the Lack of an
Investment Advisory Committee, the Organization and Approach
of the Office of Finance Appears Reasonable
The Office of Finance utilizes a combination of internal staff and a contract with an investment
advisor to administer the City's investments in making day-to-day and strategic investment
decisions. Oversight and monitoring the investment activities currently includes a number of
steps including submitting monthly reports to the City Council, annual audits by the City
Controller to assure compliance with the City's Investment Policy, independent reports by the
contracted investment advisory firm and the Office's internal control procedures. Another
important feature envisioned by the City to oversee the Treasurer's administration of its
investment activities - the Investment Advisory Committee (lAC) - was created in 1987 to
provide another level of review of the Treasurer's investment performance and strategies.
However, the lAC was disbanded in 2005 and has not yet been reinstated, although plans to do
so are in process.

To administer its investment activities, the Investment Division uses four key information
systems for portfolio analytics and benchmarks (BondEdge), real time market data for daily
investment decisions (Bloomberg and Market Axess) and an investment accounting software for
periodic investment reports (SymPro). However, in this and past audits, the lack of an automated
system for cash management and forecasting has revealed potential inefficiencies caused by the
need to manually update critical information, which may also increase the risk of errors
occurring.

Office of Finance's Organizational Structure Related to Investment Activities
Appears Reasonable
In August 2011, the Office of the Treasurer merged into the Office of Finance and the Director
of Finance (who also serves as the City Treasurer) was given the management responsibility over
the entire organization. Within the Office of Finance, there are three divisions that are directly
involved in investment activities:

• Investment Division-Responsible for the management of the City's general investment
pool and special fund portfolios, including cash flow forecasting, revenue projections,
strategy development, trade execution, credit review and compliance activities.

• Cash and Debt Management Division-Administers the City's cash handling policies
and practices, manages the City's relationship with its banking partner Wells Fargo Bank,
and manages debt issuance in the City. Currently, the key areas of involvement related to
investment activities are setting bank account balance targets and providing wire transfer
information for cash forecasting purposes.

• Acconnting Division, Investment Section-Reviews daily investment packages for
accuracy and compliance with city code and rules, records and maintains investments and
positions, generates data for monthly investment reports, and allocates interest earnings
to city departments.
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Figure 3. Office of Finance Organizational Chart (as of March 10, 2013)
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While the current organizational structure and division of responsibilities of the investment
function appears to be reasonable and we did not find that the structure was problematic in
carrying out the City's investment activities, one area may benefit from adjustment. Specifically,
Investment Officers within the Investment Division are responsible for developing daily cash
forecasts-s-a responsibility that is rotated amongst four Investment officers. According to Office
of Finance management, the responsibility of cash forecasting used to be with the Cash
Management division but was transferred to the Investment Division years ago during a
transition between city treasurers. The City Controller's 2005 management audit ofthe
Treasurer's Office recommended leaving cash forecasting responsibilities with the Investment
Division. Although some models suggest that cash forecasting be handled through the Cash
Management Division of an organization, we agree with the City Controller's audit that the
function may be best suited to remain with the Investment Division as staff has developed an
expertise in managing the City's cash forecasting task and relies heavily on these efforts to make
investment decisions. Additionally, the Cash Management Division management indicated that
although they believe the cash forecasting function belongs within their division, they could not
currently perform the function due to limited staffing. While our audit found the existing cash
management forecasting function appears reliable and operating appropriately despite the manual
nature of the systems, as the function evolves the City may wish to further consider where this
function best lies in the future.

Office of Finance Utilizes External Investment Advisor Consultant to
Support Investment Activities
In May 2011, the City of Los Angeles entered into a contract for $324,000 with FTN Main Street
Capital Advisors, LLC (Main Street Advisors) to provide financial investment advisory services
to the Office of Finance for a three year period (May I, 2011 through April 30, 2014), with an
option to extend the contract term an additional two years. Overall, we found that the City
obtains value from the services provided by Main Street Advisors, the consultant generally
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complies with key provisions oftheir contract, and the Office of Finance provides adequate
oversight over the contract. Through on-going informal and formal meetings with the
consultant, the Office of Finance ensures the City is receiving services required by the contract,
as illustrated in Table 4, as well as any additional services requested by the City at no additional
cost to the City.

Table 4. Main Street Advisors Compliance with Contract Scope of Work

Report to City's Investment Advisory Committee (prepare and present report to lAC) Monthly Yes'

Investment Report to LACity Council, with the following sections:
• Investment Environment e Summary of Investment Activity
• Compliance • Portfolio
• Review and Monitoring • Investment Performance (with Charts and Tables)

On-going advice on strategic (long-term) or tactical (short-term) adjustments to
portfolio duration, sector allocation and exposure to credit risk (e.g., corporate
issues versus agencies; AA-rated securities versus A-rated securities, etc.): a
complete analysis of the effects of any changes in the Government Code to the City's
portfolio; and any advice shall be accompanied by a clear explanation of the
rationale for the suggestion, a quantitative analysis of the benefits and risks, and a
recommended time line' for its implementations.
Advice on Techniques of Active Management - advise and make recommendations
on active bond strategies that attempt to capitalize on the investment staffs
expectations about changes in market factors that impact the performance of a bond
portfolio over a defined investment horizon.
Develop performance benchmarks - assist in the development and/or selection of a
benchmark(s) that compares the City's performance to the performance of a mark
benchmark of similar duration and sector allocation.

Monthly

On-going

On-going

On-going

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Evaluate the benchmark used and/or develop a benchmark that more accurately
reflects the duration and sector allocation of the City's portfolio.

Measuring Return in the City's Portfolio:
• Implement performance reporting on the basis of the total rate of return, as

well as yield reporting.
• Input all of the City's transactions into its portfolio accounting and reporting

system and generate comprehensive total return information, prepared in
accordance with industry standards.

On-going

On-going

Yes'

Yes

Maintain accurate reports, including portfolio composition, interest payments, yield
and total return calculations and diversity of investments.

Generate total return information, prepared in accordance with the Association for
Investment Management and Research (AIMR) standards. Records must be available
for the term of the contract for periodic review and audit and retained up to three
years after the termination of the contract.

On-going

On-going

Yes

Yes
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Reconcile investment positions and valuations with the custodial bank.

On-going Yes
Assist in the annual review and update of the City's Investment Policy. Assist in the
review of investment management procedures and portfolio documentation,
induding safekeeping and custodial procedures. Annually Yes

Monitor the credit worthiness of financial institutions with which the City conducts
business. On-going Yes
Assist the City in the enhancement of its relationship with its current custodian or
assist in a Request for Proposal (RFP)process to evaluate other custodians. As-needed Yes

Notes. The CIty has not established an lAC, as a result, Mam Street Advisors only prepare monthly reports.
2Senchmark Analysis not formally documented and results generally informally discussed.

Our review of reports provided by Main Street Advisors, found that the consultant prepares
monthly reports for City Council that include the following components:

• Synopsis of the Investment Environment

• Summary ofInvestment Activity

• Compliance with City Investment Policy

• Portfo lio Characteristics

• Investment Performance

• Benchmark Comparison

As illustrated in Table 4, Main Street Advisors is providing the services as required by the
contract. Further, we noted that the City has a strong working relationship the investment
advisory firm that is beneficial to the City.

While the Office of Finance Utilizes Some Automated Information Systems
in Administering its Investment Activities, Several Important Processes are
Conducted Manually
The Office of Finance staff utilizes the following key information systems to carry-out their
responsibilities related to investments:

• BondEdge--Software that provides portfolio analytics, pro-forma analysis, liquidity
reports, automated batch reporting, compliance, and benchmarking services. This system
also includes access to Barclay's capital summary data, residential mortgage security
credit grading, and Merton Model for assessing the probability of default. The
Investment Division utilizes this system to actively monitor the Reserve Portfolio for
duration, exposure, and other such measures as well as to gather information for the Core
Portfo lio weekly liqu idity report.

• Bloomberg and Market Axess-Media service systems that provide real-time and
archived historical financial, economic, and market data, pricing, electronic trading,
news, and communications. The systems are used by investment officers to perform their
daily investment activities. Specifically, the Investment Division employs the Bloomberg
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system for its treasury information and Market Axess for its corporate and agency
information.

• SymPro-Investment accounting software used by the investment accounting section to
record and maintain investment transactions and positions. It generates data for monthly
investment reports and annual fiscal year end Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP) reporting.

As detailed in Chapter 2, the City lacks an automated system that provides real time, integrated
cash management and forecasting functionality-a functionality that an automated treasury
management system could provide. Rather, the Investment Division relies on generating and
maintaining manual Excel spreadsheets to develop cash flow forecasts, including manually
updating the spreadsheet to include the impact on future cash flow related to maturities-an issue
originally identified in the City Controller's 2005 audit and the 2011 follow up report. Although
we found that the City effectively uses these manual systems, we believe that such manual
processes could lead to inefficiencies and may increase the risk of errors.

Additionally, rather than an electronic dash board communication system, the Investment
Division utilizes two white boards to update, communicate, and monitor portfolio performance,
risk, and key economic data. The two white boards are continually updated by investment
officers with information that includes portfolio characteristics and statistics (duration, spread,
convexity, etc.) investment constraints, broker/issuer limitations, and performance compared to
benchmarks. These white boards include critical information used by investment officers daily,
particularly for trading activities, and there is a significant risk that information could be
accidently erased or erroneously scribed.

According to the Office of Finance, resource constraints over the years have prevented the
acquisition of an automated treasury management system. According to Office of Finance staff,
management understands the need to improve the manual nature of its activities and has been
working to identify information system needs, research system alternatives, and develop a
request for proposal to obtain pricing information. Currently, City staff envision the components
of a request for proposal (RFP) for such a system that include the system requirements that
would allow the City to track and manage activities related to general ledger, cash management,
forecasting, risk management for COU\1terparty risk, and investment.

In addition, an RFP may also include requests for proposals for add-on options, such as cash
receipting and debt management. Prior to issuing the RFP the City's Cash Management Unit
plans to work with other departments, such as Information Technology and the City Controller,
to review the system requirements and determine whether requirements need to be added or
amended to better meet the City's needs. The Cash Management Unit estimates the RFP will be
issued by June 2013, with responses due in Ju Iy or August, and the contract awarded in
September or October. Staff estimate the software could cost anywhere from $250,000 to
$500,000; however, because the full system specifications have not been identified and the RFP
has not been developed, these estimates are subject to change. According to City staff,
depending on the final system specifications and options selected the new software could
potentially replace SymPro-that costs approximately $15,000 per year in licensing fees, the
City's risk management software BondEdge-that costs approximately $180,000 annually, and
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would automate the City's interest allocation, which is currently a time consuming manual
calculation.

While the City Lacks an Investment Advisory Committee to Oversee
Investment Activities, the Office of Finance's Investment Practices Include
Several Oversight and Control Processes
According to the Government Finance Officers Association's Committee on Treasury and
Investment Management, strategic investment management involves developing policies based
on best practices associated with cash management, portfolio construction, investment processes,
professional service provider relationships, investment performance measurement and reporting,
and technology and internal controls. While the Office of Finance has several oversight
processes in place, the City lacks an independent Investment Advisory Committee (lAC) to
oversee investment activities, performance and strategies.

While several of these areas are described in other sections ofthis report, we offer the following
observations related to the City's investment policies and procedures, investment processes,
oversight and internal controls, and performance reporting. Specifically, we found the
Investment Division updates the City's Investment Policy as needed and has developed detailed
desktop procedures related to daily cash flow forecasting and modeling, monthly portfolio
rebalancing, investment processes (including emergency procedures), interest earnings,
authorized list of dealers and issuers, new bond issuances, securities lending, and management
reporting.

Further, we found that the Office of Finance has several oversight and internal control processes
in place, including the use of competitive bidding, compliance with authorized investment types
and limits, use of authorized dealers and issuers, and daily supervisory review and oversight of
investment activities. For instance:

• The City's Investment Policies prefers the use of competitive bidding where applicable.
Generally, the competitive bidding process is not applicable for new issues since these
issues are quoted at the same price for a certain period of time. Also, there may be
situations where investment officers are unable to locate three brokers that offer the same
security that the City wishes to purchase. When competitive bidding is not used,
investment officers must provide supporting documentation from an independent
financial source that demonstrates market pricing. Also, if two brokers offer an
investment for the same price and terms, the City has a formal "tie break" process.

• The Office of Finance also maintains a list of authorized dealers and issuers (Approved
for Purchase (AFP) lists) that the investment officers must utilize when purchasing
investments that is based on the credit ratings of the companies. Additionally, the
investment policies do not allow more than 10% of the City's portfolio, except treasuries
and agencies, to be invested in securities of a single issuer, including its related entities.
The AFP list is updated monthly, approved by the Office of Finance's ChiefInvestment
Officer and General Manager, and reported in the monthly investment report published
on the Office's website.
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• To ensure that the investment officers purchase instruments that comply with the City's
limitation rules (maximum percentage of the portfolio), the investment officers review
the daily control sheet that lists all of the City'S holdings to determine if executing a
particular investment purchase will retain the City's holdings within compliance
limitations. The control sheet is reviewed by management as part of the daily
supervisory review process.

• The Investment Division has a formal documented daily supervisory, accounting, and
management review process of all investment activities, including cash flow preparation
and investments.

e The Office of Finance has several segregation practices in place including assigning the
Accounting Division responsibility for bank account reconciliations, recording and
maintaining investments and positions (gains/losses), and generating data for monthly
investment reports. The Investment Division does not have any access to cash and all
investment activity is reviewed and tracked by mu ltip le layers of management and
divisions.

• The City Controller's Office conducts periodic independent annual audits to determine
the Treasurer's compliance with the City's investment policies.

Related to investment performance measurement and reporting, our preliminary review of the
investment performance of the benchmark municipalities indicates that the City provides more
transparency and thorough reporting of performance than the comparable benchmark entities we .
reviewed. In particular, the City consistently reports portfolio returns and yields. Other
municipalities appear to consistently report yield, but not return, making it difficult to accurately
assess the performance of the portfolio, particularly for portfolios with longer durations.
Although an lAC does not exist, the City's financial consultant, Main Street Advisors, provides
monthly lAC reports that are posted to the Office of Finance Website. While these reports are
not presented to an lAC, they provide transparency related to the City's investment activities,
performance, and compliance with laws, regulations, and the City's Investment policy.

While the Office of Finance has several oversight processes in place as mentioned, the City lacks
an independent Investment Advisory Committee (lAC) to oversee investment activities,
performance and strategies. In 1987, the City established the lAC with the task of developing
investment guidelines and procedures to supplement the City's Investment Policy, verify the
completeness of documentation supporting investment decisions, and certify compliance in the
monthly cash management report to the City Council. As noted in the City's 2011 follow-up to
the 2005 management audit, the City Treasurer stopped holding lAC meetings to address issues
related to the staffing ofthe lAC, such as the participation of mostly lower level personnel on the
lAC. Since then, a proposal was submitted to the City Council to restructure the lAC and define
member experience requirements. The proposal was approved by City Council in September
2010; however, as ofJanuary 2013, a new lAC has not been established as the City Attorney has
not prepared an ordinance to create the new committee.

Although the City is not required by state or federal law to have an lAC, 9 of 13 benchmarked
agencies had an Investment Advisory Committee or a similar investment oversight committee.
As the City Council directed the reinstatement of the lAC, the Office of Finance should continue
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to encourage the City Attorney to complete the ordinance so that the Office of Finance can
implement the provisions and reestablish an lAC. If the ordinance is not completed,
management should consult with the Budget and Finance Committee for potential solutions to
the inaction.

Local Agency Investment Guidelines (Guidelines) of the California Debt and Investment
Advisory Commission (CDlAC) provides some valuable best practices that the City should
consider when establishing its Investment Advisory Commission. Specifically, the 2012
Guidelines provide guidance on the number of suggested committee members, committee
member fields of expertise, and approaches to establishing a committee. For example, the
committee could be comprised of both public and private sector members; a committee of public
sector officials that has an advisory committee of private sector professionals and citizens; or a
committee that only consists of individuals who work for agencies that have funds invested in
the pool. Furthermore, an audit of the City of San Diego's Investment Advisory Committee in
20 I0, recommended the City of San Diego adopt or implement an official charter or other similar
document that outlines the roles and responsibilities of the lAC as well as administrative
procedures. The development of a guidance document was viewed as crucial to ensuring the
recommendations ofthe lAC were considered or implemented with an adequate documented
follow-up procedure. In addition, defined roles and responsibilities were also noted as necessary
to ensure the committee did not apply inappropriate influence on related processes and decisions.

Recommendations
To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the City's Investment Activities, the Office of
Finance/Treasurer management should:

6. Continue encouraging the City Attorney to fulfill the City Council's request for an
ordinance to reestablish the Investment Advisory Committee. Upon issuance, implement
the provisions of the ordinance and consider incorporating best practices outlined by the
California Debt and Investment Advisory Commission (CDlAC).
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Appendix A: Comparisons of Investment Policies
California Government Code Investment Guidelines

Investment Type
CA Government Code Maximum

Maturity
CA Government Code Maximum
Specified Percentage of Portfolio

CA Government Code Minimum
Quality Requirements

CA Local Agency
qb!,igations
\j.S:"Ag-~ri~its~:>::',
Bankers' Acceptances

None

:':'~iNo'ne';
40 percent (no more than 30% in

._any ?ne.c?l1lfre~~_l b,ank)
; ""'.,,',0':,', '/' .':',,:'<-':'i-,,· ':-,'-;;":_,,': -', - -:-:~:,-'-, "'~~I"-ih;'d':~:s'~~Yh'~~:_~s'~:~J":;6:h'i~

}~'~'eic:~nt.o.H~·~:a:~~h~;;;s;~-'~:ey''' ,t~TInd~~:t.·jf,~sf~,e:,r<t~,~c1:?~"-', '
(no')ii>re' than I~1oin ,ari~one ":wjth·.9:~<r~gard::to·,ir~o·dj(ie~S':"'!1,~st
',:'""~~;\,,,''" is,suer), ",be ~rga'n~,d:an? I?P'emt,mg'j_n_,:~:,s:

, "a,~,daS~~ts,)n'~~y'~'S 0,($500 m4llqn:-

None5 years

180 days None

Negotiable Certificates of 30 percent (no more than 30% total

icv:rseRepJ'l'~~·
Agree~nt~':~'l1d,:~,e,C\lrlties
Len.<iin'gAgre·en~pts,.-

1 year None None
',i'-:',',:;:,:'\';',,":"~,,:,::,-;, :,,:_::-:>_,_: ""_;:,c,;:.,'':-:,(, :'.-/::::::-,'(;'-:!."" ..::'!_:'-,\::j':»_ '-;-;,:':\:;::,:;'P;';::,'-;':' ,':' :-:.. ,,":'},"::',':: ::~':ij~~:~':<iriJ,~:~:~:_b,,-ri~~,~~~i'~:'P~~:,~~

:~ad~~;e;:~::e!!~~i:i...20%Of~~pise value~iilie··de~I~~~;~h:::'~:~~I~::~:t:ank
.- s'pread for the 'entire petio-~i).,': portfolio " '~hart:exed b_~nl:;th~~,:h,~S,a: ,",,;,:,

signific_a:n(,reJ,ati/?nshipwith ~he'
: -local agency) ,

"A" rating
:-::"h'~':'::-''',:'~\
, ' ',' ,lvl~16pl~

,5 re~rs

NIA

30 percent
:"'20',:pe~cen:t;(n,O_'I,~~e'th~an:-10% ,iii'

, any one,rriuttjal fu~~)
None None

Medium- Term Notes
'tvI'J_~u,a:l 'i<;~:~'ds_;-:ii'ri:d:"'M?~ey
M.~tk~tM.ut~al,fund~
Collateralized Bank

. ::;,;AA;,;,,~'til1g_ ;:~~_S,s,li~f:~~:~<ii~\;;/~A:;i:
, '0 ,debt-'ratiJl1(~r'bett6,r) -"

None,~,!1,!1-!-~"D~p,?~"it~,
~'u,ri~~:'~O()16'ct,;~,ve~t~n,t
Furi8s,';:',' ' ." \ '
Joint Powers Authority
Pool
Loc~l Agency: Investment
Fund GAlF)

NlA
NiA None Multiple2

NlA None None

~. A mutual fund must receive the highest ranking by not less than two nationally recognized rating agencies or the fund must retain an
investment advisor who is registered with the SEC (or e'empt from registration), has assets under management in excess of $500 million,
and has at least five years ecperience investing in instruments authorized by Covemtrent Code Sections 53601 and 53635.A money
market mutual fund must receive the highest ranking by not less than two nationally recognized statistical rating organizations or retain an
investment advisor registered with the SEC or exempt from registration and who has not less than five years experience investing in
money market instruments with assets under management in excess of$500 million.

"'2. A joint powers authority pool must retain an investment advisor who is registered with the SEC (or exempt from registration), has assets
under rnanagement in excess of$500 million, and has at least five years experience investing in instruments authorized by Government
Code Section 5360J, subdivisions (a) to (n},
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Lcs Angeles Core Portfolio lind Comparable Benchmarks Investment Guidelines

CiI)'ofLu~Ang.cl~
c..,..,Portf<>l'o:

OrlUlj!t Count,"
Monc,YM1rkoC POl(II:

p,,,,led Money h"""tment Account
1211 DlI,YJto 18 Month. A",rage

H!"/ooCtOlill portrolio, ObI;g~tiol'S
MalUrity nlly c.'cecd f~'e years it issued on b.halJ'ofothc,LA

credit nlti"S is at least AA ~I\d County affiliate$ "'IS! have
undm!ying crodity rating or A or nininumruling of A3 (Moody's)o'

CA Local Agcncy No sere than 30% in auy one
bOUtr, No m>re than 25%ot A-(S&PorHch)and ma.>inum

Sm S"~ cal.gOI}' 1<1 ono issuer. :to%lotal mumity of:\OyealS, Short-er
Obligations issuonype ponfolio lilrit rmy he wor.'ed for mcdimn-lcnnobligatiollS is&uedby

the putpOJe Qf purchasing MWD'~ CA or CA local agency with
tendered bonds us Ic""orary minllmmruting orMlG-l or Al

uweslroont. (Moody's) or SP-I orA (S&P) and
ma>irmmnolUri!y of5yt:nlit.

IS5"itlgbauks ''',Sl be r~lod by al
IcMllWQ onne r-.'RSRO~nd h~ve a No ,,,,n: than 2S%OrCal~&ory i~ Individual i.'l~"erli"j!alions by

Banke.s· Ae<;epla"ces ~'Ill short-\cnnr~ti"g o(al leal I A tIPl No "'l>in\"'np~«;e"'age an)' One b~"k's ac<xpl~"COS credit laling
.nd u long-lcnnrnlmg or A or

,~i~I)~r,_irw,

M3>lltlllnlmlUrity ofl years,

Issued by a U.S, nalional orstale- Ma."<i.o'"lR,mluri!y 0(2 years. No Individual issuerlilli!ulions by

chartcrod b~"k, savings bank, n'Oro Ihall 25% nf eatogo!)l in crod~ rn(ing. Must be national or

~a\'ings and loan association. or singk: diShlc Clllallci:lI iostitulinn. sMe-churtcred bunk, savings

credit IIllion in (hi:; ~la(eorby a Must be issued by a nat;on~1 or ~ssocialion 01Ftdoral Il.'lSocialion,
1"cgoliabJe CellirlCllloS Qf S~ state_!o'censed brallkofa rordgn No tTD:<mumpetl:entagc. Sl3t • ...,harlered bank. state or Foderal or State ,,,,di! union, or
Deposit bank I!sucrbanks rmst ~JVC shorl' fedtrnl silV;ngs and loan federnUy !;~ensed orS!Jlc"i::enscd

tcn~ ratingo(a! lea'lC A1IP! .nd a 3J;SQc!.ll;on or savings bank. or brnnch ora I\lrelgnbank Botro an
Iong-wmrating ora! kast" A" statc-tkensed branch ora fOI~iJ.:n

rm."<i.ommrnaturily ofone year, I{I'!'

fmn!NRSRO. bank.
o{tol,al ponfoUo,amllimi!ed 10

London branch of1"a\ion31 o. Slale_

No nllN 111m!50%o(!olal
ponfo\io. Olily lilide with prifmry

dealclS in govcnltrenl se~lJrilk:s or
M~:<',.,"'n<lll"~y of)Odaysfi"and.l iJlstilUliollS with A ,mi"S

ROpltlCh,'Se Ag",.,oonls SII'l'e 2{J%ortol~1 r"tld S",,>: Orbeller. Mus~ provide \,;Ih ,,~,,\;tt M",.mumpurvanlc 0($1 biUion,

,'.l"c "ttoast 102pcn:entof $500 nliUinn perdcator

~n(>unl invested. Malurities wAhin
(,0 11"IO"lh!of dale ofillvcs!tl>:111

Mediun~Tcm' Nales

Ma:"""n1tl:ulaiJling nnt~rity on97
days forthe shorl-t.rmfunds and
fn't years forlonger·lclffi funds.
M,w be issued by corpon'tioM

organi::l:d und opc:nHing within tl>e
US, ordcposilOl)' iflS(ilulrons

liccnsed by Iho U.S.

No n".';n"mpc",cm~gc. Is,,,ers
ltllSlbe organbcd MId op.ra(ing

within the U.S.

No llIorcthan 2S%ofcalcgory In
single issu~r, CO'Pot1ltkln$ !llIst be
Q!gaJ!iiliXl~"d opernt;;'g withi'i the

U.S.

Ma><!nllmrnalllrll}' orlyears, Must
be iuutd by cO!pollltions

orgnni::l:d andopern(ing wilhill US
o'deposilory illSlilUlioll5 iOceilsed

by the US 01 "ny Stale and
QPC'~liJlg with~' lb. US. Quality
requirement i"cre~sel as ~lOOllnl

i.rlVe.stod increases,
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Los Angeles Core Portfolio and Comparnble Benchmarks Investment Guidelines

Cif)'ufl.o.1 An&cles
Core portrolio:

MelrOl,(dilan Wolcr District uf
Pooled M,mo}'I",estOlent Act""nt Southern C.llforn;a

Short-Term Portfolio:
1.01 Angeles Coont)·

POOllcdSul1~lls Im<lstlllonlS:

CoII:,lcmlV.cd &n~
Deposits

lo1~rigiig;')'!iSs,l1m)ugh
S'ec..;niioi'>"· ' ..

Sonl:

B3"k/11m:DeposiIS San>:!
h,st;IUIK>nS nlJSI t>e rnl.:xla\'cmgc

orbcUcr.or.bo\,c" "Po by
fC(;ogn"'.cd ronng seNke.

'NO:ri~"':,9";~;2~%of '<lllego!! .Ill
.ind. jSi~or.hs"e'rrnlln~ nr~1

Mo:cimumnnmril)' of] year.
Fi"",,e;;,1 ]ns!iI»I'''' ""s\ h3ve
been in exillcnee for "I !e",! S

lointl'Qwc!S

1'001
t;o~;iJ.lAge'~~y,,;v.osi;iC;ii"
Fund (!.All') , " .:', ",.' ':"'.. ,::.: ~.::

iMiM 1Bi4fi& _;§1m k Il$O.$i
1m-em in securities and

obligalion, aUlho~ by
G::lI'cmm:ul Q>dc, Ad"iscr is

rogislcocd MC1l.1n'P1froln
"'gisl"U;';»!S w~h Ihe SEC. Advisel

has 1\0 ",ss Ih.O) 5yc3r5 {If
cxporion~c. AUM in cecss of$SIlO

Forw,),ds. Full""s. "nd
Op!Kom

M'I:.inllmmlhUily of9() days,
Mo""",mpa, val"e orS!OO l1\iJljon.

$$0 "imo!' PCI<ountc'1'.ny,
C01\ntcrpanics 'm!l!:>c 01, Ihe
""proved TrcasYICr""d Tax

Colk:C!orlisl nnd r,>1cdA Of~cl!cr.

U"dcllyi',!pecurilies ".'SI be US
Go,v,om",>:",I,oblig,allon.

, on~' i~,c..~jUnclk>n.\\ithl,he~~k:of
.'.: ", bOlld.lappni\'~dbrEl;'anl(l«
. ',SUPCrvisolSJ301Ids are rolled ja0nt

ofd,;;,:q;ighe~1J;Hllli,cal~g~rl::s:,:
by.2nalio:'0Il,UY 1~'gn~d'JaI;~, ,,'

e,,' '.,ag,~:n,:~,$:',~~~~e1~,~l:~td.:m.,

JO%oflnt.1 portfolio. Ma,,,;n>bm
"nlurny of7yealS, upon

~~Ill(lrimlion,and IIm:in .. mofSlOO
"':lllo,, pan'aitoc nny be gfC~lcr

Ih"n 5YI"lr:<10 ""'n,m)". Quulil)'
requiren>:nl i"cfC""e~ os am),,"1

ilwc~lcd increase"
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